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CIVIL RIGHTS VIOLATION DISPUTE 
City & Police Association Face Off in Court 
The Black Voice News 
RIVERSIDE 
By Mary Shelton 
' . 
Last August, the Riverside Police 
Officers' Association filed a lawsuit 
alleging that its civil rights were 
being violated by the city of 
Riverside. 
case. 
Now, it's ,up to Riverside County 
Superior Court judge Sharon J. 
Waters to decide who's right as both 
sides face off inside her courtroom 
on Dec. 2. 
The focus of this controversy 
involves a policy which governs 
how criminal investigations of fatal 
officer-involved shootings are con-
ducted by the Riverside Police 
Department. Initially, the city and 
the RPOA had agreed to implement 
the current policy which was creat-
ed in 1984 and most recently 
revised in April 2002. Now, both 
sides are at odds over its recent 
usage in relation to three officer 
involved shootings spanning from 
November 2002 to May 2003. 
did not violate the officers, rights 
against self-incrimination while 
they were being interviewed or pro-
viding written reports about their 
roles in the shootings. The concerns 
of the city residents' faith in these 
investigations were also a priority, 
the city stated. 
"The public's trust in the police 
would be eviscerated if in. every 
case regardless if an officer is sus-
The city disagreed and has filed a 
motion of its own to dismiss the 
The city argued in its motion that 
the implementation of this policy 
New UC Pre-sid8nf Visits Riverside 
Ire. ollege of Engineering-Cen 
the , he views the Shelby Cob 
.... 
President Dynes speaks with city officials, representative business leaders, and the local press. 
. . 
The Black Voice News 
RIVERSIDE 
By Regina Brown 
"While these are uncertain times for 
California, both politically and economi-
cally, it remains the envy ·of the world - a 
testament to the success of innovation, 
divetsity, tolerance, risk-taking and entre-
preneurship," Dynes said. "The UC sys-
tem is the . thread that keeps. California 
together. It pervades all aspects of 
California life - from its education system 
and its culture to its medical care and its 
economy." 
In the afternoon on Friday, President 
Dynes . toured the _University Research 
Park with city officials and representative 
business leader:s, to talk about ways that 
UC Riverside serves as an economic 
engine for the Inland Empire. He also 
toured the College of Engineering-Center 
for Environmental Research and 
Technology (CE-CERT), a center that is 
creating new technology to clean the envi-
ronment. He met with CE-CERT Director 
Joe Norbeck, and talked with student 
researchers. 
Eden Haile is a Sr. at UCR is studying 
to be a chemical Engineer and is currently 
working on a renewable energy project 
was honored that th~ president came out to 
see what she and many others had been . 
working on. She also said that being from 
East Africa and the first of any of her fam-
ily to get a higher education is really 
important and that UCR has done an 
· exceptional job at helping her financially. 
See PRESIDENT, Page A-4 
peeled of wrongdoing, it was a con-
dition precedent to the preparation 
of a police report that an officer be 
Mirandized and Lyburgered," the 
motion stated. "Even if the allega-
tions are true, it is preposterous that 
the detectives violated the officers, 
rights by insisting, that their inter-
views proceed in a particular room." 
The city's response stemmed 
from a lawsuit filed against the city 
of Riverside, the department and 
Chief Russ Leach in Riverside 
County Superior Court by the 
RPOA. The complaint, which 
asked for injunctive relief, stated 
that the policy and its recent imple-
mentation violated the involved 
officers' Fifth Amendment rights 
while they were providing state-
ments for the criminal portion of the 
department's investigation. 
The policy states that employees 
who are involved in fatal shootings 
are only advised of their cpn_stitu-
tional rights if there is a possibility 
See LAWSUIT, Page A-4 
Sharpton Objects to Ads 
Using him to attack Edwards 
The Black Voice News 
WILMINGTON, N_C. (NNPA) 
By Cash Michaels 
Special to the. NNPA from The 
Wilmington Journal 
The candidate who presents 
the greatest obstacle to John 
Edwards' chances of garnering a 
lion' s share of the Black vote in · 
next year's Democratic presi-
dential primaries, has blasted a 
conservative Republican group 
for producing an ad that features 
him to criticize the North 
Carolina senator. 
Rev. Al Sharpton, on a cam-
paign stop in South Carolina, 
issued a statement charging that 
"the. right-wing" was trying to 
put a wedge between him, 
Edwards and the other seven 
Democratic presidential hope-
fuls. 
"I am outraged and disgusted 
to see the Committee for Justice 
- a White House front group -
R-. Al Sharpton 
use my name, my face and my 
statements in a misleading man-
ner tb smear Senator John 
Edwards," Sharpton said. "I 
demand that this ad be immedi-
ately pulled from the air and that 
this group issue a prompt and 
public apology." 
The 30-second attack ad in 
question is airing in South 
See SHARPTON, Page A-4 
Officer Perkins Pleads 
Guilty; Gets Hands Tapped 
The Black Ynice News 
SAN BERNARDINO 
By Mary Shelton 
Riverside Police Department 
officer Aaron Perkins plead 
guilty to two misdemeanors in 
connection with an off duty 
assault and battery of a motorist 
and received three years of sum-
mary probation and a $600 fine. 
Perkins plead guilty to vandal-
ism and disturbing the peace. A 
separate charge of misdemeanor 
battery was dismissed. He was 
ordered by Judge Protem F. Paul 
Dickerson to pay restitution to 
his victim, Jason Gambill and to 
participate in a counseling rehab 
or treatment program at his own 
expense. 
Perkins' mother is former 
Deputy Chief Audrey Wilson 
who retired last year and he has 
been employed by the police 
department since 1998. He was 
placed on paid administrative 
leave after the incident and was 
still listed on the Riverside 
Police Officers Association 
board as its comptroller. 
The department has been quiet 
about any discipline which 
Perkins faces as a result of this 
incident. Lt. Jeffrey Collopy who 
heads the Internal Affairs 
Division said that he could not 
talk about Perkins or say whether 
he was· still with the department 
because of the Peace Officers 
Bill of Rights. He did speak in 
general terms about how the 
department handles similar 
cases. 
He said that when there are 
criminal allegations against an 
officer or a citizen complaint 
with criminal allegation under-
tones, they are investigated by 
the department's criminal bureau 
then sent to the district attorney's 
office for review. Internal Affairs 
monitors that investigation. 
"The criminal case always 
takes precedence over the 
administrative investigation," he 
said, "the administrative investi-
gation is usually on its tail end." 
The incident occurred on Feb. 
20, 2003 after Perkins allegedly 
became upset about a u-turn 
made by Gambill. Perkins 
allegedly pulled Gambill out of 
the cab of his truck, punched 
him, chased him, pulled a gun 
on him and also kicked the front 
of .his truck, causing serious 
damage. 
Prosecutor Joseph Galasso , 
was mystified at why his name 
appeared in the court minutes as 
handling the plea bargain. 1 
"I did not handle that case," he 
said, "I have no idea what it's 
about." 
Deputy D.A. Tom Gage, who 
appeared that day in court on the 
case said that the vast majority of 
See PERKINS, Page A-4 
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PLS orALS 
Have a Happy Thanksgiving 
This Thanksgiving I have a lot to be thankful for, even though I have 
been diagnosed with a muscle dis-
eae that has somewhat altered 
my busy lifestyle. This disease has 
caased me to reflect back on my 
chUdhood. As a young boy grow-
lq up in Trenton, North 
Carolina, I wanted to obey my 
parents orders to stay in our yard, 
bat something wo.uld always force 
me to slip off to my cousin's house 
down the road. Of course I would wind up getting a whipping and as soon 
• the pain would go away, i would do it all over again. I often think 
about that tugging invisible force now when the motor neurpns in my 
hody want to go in one direction while I want to go in another. 
For the past few years, I have wrestled with some health issues that 
llave slowed me down but not put me out. In October of 2002, I was diag-
llOled with Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) most commonly called 
Leu Gehrig's disease. It is a progressive disorder of the nervous system 
which causes degeneration in both upper and lower motor neurons and 
raults in muscle weakness. The loss or lower motor neurons leads to 
weaknea, twitching of muscles, and muscle loss. The loss of upper motor 
· aeurons causes stiffness, cramping, and weakness. This illness has no 
·care and it is considered fatal. The timeline is controlled by God, as is all 
llfe. 
After visiting another physician and given another battery of tests, I 
was then diagnosed with Primary Lateral Sclerosis (PLS). This is a rare 
.. romuscular disease, in the same family as ALS, and is characterized 
by progressive muscle weakness in the voluntary muscles. It causes diffi-
culty with balance, weakness, and stiffness in the legs, and clumsiness. It 
_, causes spasticity of movement, another way of saying sudden invol-
lllltary muscle spasms in the hands, feet or legs. This causes me to move 
very slowly, which runs in our family. In fac.t, I have an uncle on my 
IINldlier's side of the family that moves slower than me, but he does not 
llave the disease. PLS is also a motor neuron disease of which there is no 
~. However, this disorder is not fatal. Once again, the timeline is con-
lnlled by God as is all life. 
Celebrating 30 Years of Serving the Community 
COMMENTARY 
Page A-2 
At this time I am doing just fine, resetting my priorities and making 
sure I'm·carerui about what I do. This isn't hard since I've done that all 
of my life. Why am I so thankful and truly believe that in due time God 
will have me return to my normal selr? Because I've been here before. As 
a young boy I remember playing in the woods where my mama had told 
me not to play. I stepped on a rusty nail and did not tell her until I could 
not walk on it anymore. At that point she applied home remedies to 
reduce infection, but to no avail. It was Easter morning when they dis• 
covered I could not swallow and they had to rush me to the hospital. At 
one point during the crisis I was pronounced dead and my mama ran out 
of the hospital room and prayed a simple prayer, "Father let thy will be 
done not mine but this is your child you have entrusted me with." Dr. 
Kriter then came out of the room and informed my mama that I had 
started breathing again and was still in the land of the living. I have 
something to be thankful to God for. 
Another time was when all of Floyd and Essie Brown's children were 
summoned home because our 72-year-old father was diagnosed with can-
cer and given only 3 to 6 months to live. I remember sitting across the 
table from the doctor when ·he said that we should take our father to 
California and have him enjoy his remaining days there. My father did 
come to California -· some 2 years later - but not as a man enjoying his 
last days on earth. He came instead as a preacher and preached at St. 
Paul AME Church. My father told me that what the doctor did not know 
was that he had prayed to the Father prior to undergoing surgery. When 
my father did finaUy pass away, it was 8 years later, and of an unrelated 
Illness. I have something to be thankful to God for. 
Another time was when ·our son broke his femur bone and the result 
was devastating. A blood clot traveled through his body clogging his 
lungs, making breathing impossible. The doctors told us there was noth-
ing else they could do except induce a coma and wait. That is when the 
story of my mother came to mind and I prayed the same simple prayer 
that she had prayed for me, "Lord let Thy will be done." It is a tremen-
dous relief when you let ~ will be done and not yours. Nineteen days 
later Hardy Jr. was removed from the life support machines without any 
guarantee of living. On the exact moment that the tubes were be.ing 
removed from his body my Bible fell open to John 11:4 -- Jesus said 
" This sickness is not unto his death but was to the glory of God, that the 
Son may be glorified through it" . Many people prayed for him and some 
prayed who were not believers. I have something to be thankful to God 
for. 
Thursday, November 27, 2003 
Since these motor neurons in my body have been misbehaving, our 
family has grown even closer together. · 
Our daughter Dr. Paulette Brown-Hinds now works for the business 
full time and took over all of the administrative duties I used to perform. 
As a matter of fact she has completely computerized all of tlie· activities , 
and taken the business functions to another level. She has also written 
several proposals that have taken our presence in the community to 
another level. Our grandson Alexander comes to the office and empties 
the trash and performs other odd jobs. Robert Haynes, part of our cir-
. culation team and adopted grandson, prepares the newspape~ for mail-
ing each and every week. I have something to be thankful to God for. 
Regina, our other daughter, quit her-job in sales and joined the busi-
ness full time as Advertising Director plus manages our main office in 
Riverside. She bas demonstrated her technical abilities by computerizing 
our legal advertising operation and added an Urban Chic section to the 
paper to attract a younger reading audience. Her daughter k ennedy is 
the one who makes sure I take my medication, helps me up from bed, 
makes sure I do my stretching ~xercises, and take a nap during the day 
time. They put a sofa in my office to make it happen. I have something to 
be thankful to God for. 
My wife Cheryl has revamped her entire way of life to ensure that all 
of my personal and business needs are met. She drives me to the office. 
She takes me to doctors appointments. She takes me to business appoint-
ments. She takes me to church and any other place I want to go. All of 
that is good and sometimes she even stands in for me when I cannot ful-
fill a promise to do something. She makes sure I eat three times a day. 
She took over all of the household responsibilities because these activities 
can be stressful sometimes. She has done this without missing a stride in 
her step. She has taught me a new respect for the word ' 'patience." I have 
something to be thankful to God for. · 
I don't know wbe~ these motor neurons in my body are going to obey 
my brain and go where I tell them to go or do what I want them to do, 
but I do know that one day they will obey the c~munand of my Lord and 
Savior Jesus Christ and I will return to the same old Hardy Brown. Until 
then, He wants me to keep on keeping on and give Him all of the Honor 
and Glory that He deserves from this poor old country boy from the 
tobacco fields of Trenton, North Carolina. Even with ALS or PLS, Have 
a Happy Thanksgiving from Hardy Brown and family here at The Black 
Voice News. 
· Scared to Go to School: "Strategies ·for the survival of Black children. in their communities" 
by Torrence Brannon Reese 
One by one they stepped forward, shy, timid, strained eyes, folded hands, 
buckling knees; yet they were brave and fearless at the same time. To a class-• 
room packed with parents, they told their painful stories of why they are 
afraid to go to school, and we listened. 
"My brother was shot and killed on my birthday." "My mamma is on drugs 
and can't take care of me, so I live with my granny." "My best friend was 
shot in the head by a gang-banger. He died on our front lawn.• "My father 
has been in prison for most of my life, I hope to see him one day." 
'nlese are the words of children ranging in age from ten to fourteen. All are 
my students and attend the LA Bridges After-School enrichment program at 
Audubon Middle School. They were speaking at a public forum called, 
BANN, or Bridges Action Neighborhood Network. LA Bridges parents were 
there, as was John Chavez-Director of the LA Bridges program, Wayne 
lwahashi, Principal of Audubon Middle School, Donzella Lee, Deputy 
Director of T.H.E. Clinic, Inc., and safety expert-Aquil Basheer. 
We sat there stunned, many overcome with emotion as the children tearful-
ly shared their experiences. Worse, we felt helpless. But there is hope. 
That's why I wanted to write this article to share Bridges' "solution-mind-
ed" strategies with the readers. I wanted you to know that there are some good 
works going on in our communities and these good works need support. 
Shamefully, too many of us sit idly on the sidelines while our children and 
communities waste away like sand in an hourglass. 
My inspiration to write came from the recent (November 6, 2003) LA 
Sentinel article written by Mr. Kerman Maddox. Kerman, whom I've know 
for many years, spoke passionately about the issue of Black-On-Black Male 
Violence. He challenges our "leaders" to cast aside their petty differences of 
religion, economic status and or class-ism and organize a winter summit that 
addresses this issue. He admonishes our so-called leaders for not crying out 
~t the murder of Blacks against Blacks, namely, a young man he once 
taught at LA Southwest College, Lee Denmon. He is right ! It is high time we 
take responsibility for our own actions. These are our children. We must love 
them more than we love TV, sex, money, cars and houses. 
We "Armchair Quarterback" and complain, mindlessly expecting some dra-
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matic miracle to come along and fix all our personal and societal ills. Herein books, they will began to imitate us, and they will read. If they 10 tum see us 
lies the problem, too many opinions, not enough wor~ r bees. viewing hour upon hour of TV, smoking cigarettes or weed and drinking 
The LA Bridges program provides comprehensive treatment in the form of excessively, and talking crap, again they will imitate us. They may well 
organized enrichment activities, Monday through Friday from the hours of become members of a permanent underclass, unfortunate victims of society. 
3PM until 6 PM. In addition, we provide cultural and educational trips, out- If we want positive change, we all must become leaders. We as a commu-
ings and activities on most Saturdays. It is a wonderful program that teaches nity of people have to muster the heart, and courage to fight the good fight. 
self-respect, self-awareness, peer relations, discipline, sex education, and We must re-assess our values and priorities .. I have often found it interesting 
much more. Children take part in Tutorial and Homework assistance work- that many of our Black men spend much time engaged in intense conversa-
shops, as well as Creative Writing, Yoga, Self-Defense, Anger-Management , tion about Kobe and the Lakers, and seem to have no interest, or knowledge 
and Black History workshops to name a few. of the educational and political affairs in our communities; let alone the affairs 
The me sage here is that we are intervening at an early age. We are engaged of international importance. What a shame! 
in a process of "pro-activity" as opposed to a "reactionary mode". We are Children are extremely (sometimes painfully) honest. We can't lie to them 
working closely with parents, and we demand "parental involvement" where (with our actions or non-actions) and expect things to be business as usual. 
it relates to the education of their children. Further, we work closely with Our actions will come back to ttound us. They will wind up either in college 
school administrators and teachers in a collective effort to stem the tide of or prison, or the graveyard. Much of their destiny rests in our hands, and in 
ignorance, poverty, crime and violence; and believe me, it is working. large measure, will be determined to the degree that we perform good works. 
The major problem is that there are not enough resources, or pro-active peo- How can we justify speaking the names of men and women like Harriet 
pie who will dedicate some time and effort, as opposed to engaging in a Tubman, Frederick Douglass, W.E.B. DuBois, Marcus Garvey, Martin Luther 
process I call, "Verbal Diarrhea." King and Malcolm X, when we won't further their works? 
And there are things that all of us can do in the face of violence. Aquil We've got to begin today to dry the tears and quell the fears of our young-
Basheer gave the stunned group of parents tools to deal with the violence in sters. A middle school student should never have to spend the remaining birth-
our lives. This was not your mother's PTA. Last year he had been actively days of her life thinking about such a tragedy. Most of us enjoyed safe pas-
involved in the Safe Passage Program which was woefully discontinued. Now sage to and from school. That's the least we can pass along to our youth. 
there are legal questions about who is responsible for your child's safety This BANN meeting is one of six mandatory gatherings per year that I coor-
depending upon how far your child is away from school. He talked about dinate from my position as Bridges Program Director. The expressed goals of 
looking for escape routes on entering and leaving campus; of not entering a the Bridges program are to increase the academic levels of students, strength-
situation which seems volatile. He took us into the mind of an attacker and en the family foundation and to mobilize the community. Objectives of our 
explained his body language. He advocated for mandatory training of safety BANN are to develop parent leaders who will assist in the production of two 
issues for parents so they can teach their children techniques for survival. community action events, and will help design and implement a "Community 
One parent brought to light the horrifying statistic that a large percentage of Safety Action Plan". Once this plan is completed, it must be adopted by sev-
these children are in foster homes. Feeling abandoned and frightened, what era) organizations including Grassroots Agencies, the LA City Council, the 
is their motivation for concentrating in class? Another parent brought up the LA Department of Neighborhood Empowerment, the LAUSD and Faith-
high rate of classroom failure experienced by the Audubon·students. While Based organizations. Please get involved by calling (323) 295-6571 x 3020. 
the relatively new principal disputed the parents guesstimate of 70% ,to 80%, · 
he did acknowledge that a majority of students were failing. Even if it is 50%, 
that number is way too nigh. · 
Children are masters of the art of imitation. If they see us (parents) reading 
Philosophy of Life Categories 
Your philosophy of life (POL) is 
your prioritized fundamental values 
-- those self-chosen guides which 
shape what you think, ft:el, say, and 
do throughout your life. Every 
choice, every decision, every solu-
tion you fashion is based upon your 
POL. Where you are now, what you 
possess, and how you appear to 
yourself and others is a reflection of 
your POL. You create your POL to 
serve as the anchor for your life. 
Because it wiU determine where 
you are going in life (hopefully 
towards success and happiness) and 
how you will get there, why not 
study your POL? There are only 
two clear POL categories. The first 
concerns things of "worth" (e.g. 
high esteem for the spiritual and the 
mystical which, for most Black peo-
ple, relates to God). "Worth" 
involves fellowship (on a spiritual 
level), Jove, harmony, respect for 
nature, and beauties money cannot 
buy. The second concerns things of 
"Value" -- the pursuit of material 
possessions, money, power over 
people, status, fame, and whatever 
money can buy. Ancient Black 
Africans, including the Egyptians, 
were the human model for a POL 
based on "worth"; Europeans for a 
POL based on "value." 
In order to have a mature POL 
based on "worth" requires having 
enough money, possessions, and 
power to satisfy the necessities and 
"creature comforts" of life; acquir-
ing a self-esteem type success; and 
making better the lives of others, 
including yourself. In other words, 
wise people with good character 
live life in a win-win way by using 
their "worth" to regulate their 
"value" pursuits so that they, others, 
and the environment are benefitted. 
In the process, they defend against 
or actually fight the evi~ness associ-
ated with being a "value pursuer." 
A "worth" POL foundation allows 
you to think and feel in planes of 
existence beyond the earth world. 
Such freedom makes for powerful 
thinking and creativity. By contrast, 
"value pursuers" are likely to resort 
to dishonorable acts (lie, cheat, 
steal, rob, intimidate, kill) for 
greedy purposes -- and th.ereby 
cause victims to shed a "trail of 
tears." POL value pursuits auto-
matically limit one's thinking abili-
ties, and cause one to be very judg-
mental. One reason comes from the 
5th century BC Greek Pythagoras 
who taught the Western world that 
"man is the mea~ure of all things. " 
This means that "value pursuers" 
consider themselves as "little gods" 
, and that blocks thinking in realms 
·' of "higher powers." Another reason 
is that "you become what you think 
about." "Value pursuers" constant-
ly think about how to create unfair 
advantages for themselves and 
unfair disadvantages for victims. A' 
third reason is that selfish thinking 
keeps one in concrete earth world 
realms and blocks abstract and cre-
ative thinking. "Value Pursuers" 
can never have a lifetime of happi-
ness! 
Two major groups of Black 
Americans have a confused POL. 
First are those who conflictingly 
mix African worth with European 
value. Similar to combining oil and 
water, this mix will not work. 
Second are those who are against 
everything Euro-Americans are for. 
Although this attitude is under-
standable from the effects of slavery 
and post-slavery racism, it is like 
"throwing out the baby with the 
bath water" -- ie. discarding the 
usefulness of money and power 
because it is associated with evil-· 
ness. The answer for both groups,J 
believe, is to have a strong ancient 
African type orientation to things of 
worth but learn' how to honorably 
obtain things of value. The secret to 
is to gain expertise in constructively 
manipulating money and power for 
personal benefits. Then, apply that 
knowledge for offensive and defen-
sive purposes in the marketplace. 
Once you fully understand what 
"value pursuers" are all about, you 
will realize the war they carry on to 
prevent Black Am ricans from ris-
ing above their present status. This 
knowledge, smartly used will help 
you defend against extremely cun-
ning people; help you get rid of self-
defeating habits; and help you turn 
around cunning attacks to your 
advantage. 
In summary, it is the mature com-
bination of having a POL dominat-
ed by worth, mysticism, and enough 
things of value that made Ancient 
Africans such a brilliant civilization 
and culture. 
Joseph A. Bailey, II, M.D 
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Shop Sunday, November 23, through Saturday, November 29, for storewide savings and values. 
ae 
• f 
Great buys foryou, your family and your h·ome 
30-40% off 
All fall and winte( 
coats for her ' 
Wool, leather, active 
and all-weather 
styles. In our 
Coat department. : 
Sale 29.99 
Fleece robes for her 
by Charter Club 
Choose from 
assorted styles. 
Polyester. Reg. $59 
ao%ott 
Clothes for girls 
by Barbie·· 
Jackets, tops, 
pants, skirts and ., 
aotivewear. 
For girls 2-6x. 
Reg. $18-$42, 
sale 12.60-29.40 
Great· Savings 
Razors by Braun and Norelco 
Reg. 54.99-219.99, sale 49.99-199.99 
See Sales Associate for details on Braun mail-In rebate. 
Price Break 
Merino wool 
sweaters for her 
by Charter Club 
Crewnecks, 
mock'turtlenecks, 
ribbed scoopnecks 
and other styles. 
For misses 
and petites. 
Orig. 29.98-39.98, 
price break 
24.99-34.99 
Sale 29.99 
Micro fleece 
pajamas for her 
by Charter Club 
Assorted prints 
and solid color~ 
Polyester . . 
Reg. 
$49 
40% off 
All 2- and 3-pc. 
clothing sets for kids 
By greendog•, Beluga, 
First Impressions, 
Kids Headquarters . 
and Nannette. 
For infants, 
boys 2-7 
and girls 2-6x. 
Reg. $18-$42, 
sole 10.80-25.20 
20-50% off 
All formal and casual dinnerware 
By Lenox, Villeroy & Boch, Wedgwood, Mikasa, 
Noritake, Royal Doulton, Denby, Portmeirion. 
Sale 19.99 
Sweaters for juniors 
Pullovers, V-necks, ., 
cardigans and 
other styles. 
Reg.$28 
50% off 
Gemstone, 141< gold and diamond jewelry 
Shown: sapphire and diamond necklace 
in 18k white gold. Reg. $5990, sole $2995 
Sale 69.99 
Cloth jackets for him 
By weatherproor, 
Claiborne and London 
Fog•. Assorted styles 
and colors. 
Orig. $95-$125 
Sale 7.99 your choic'e 
The Cellar frames 
'Soho Metal' and 'Lynwood' frame collections. 
Assorted designs _and sizes. Reg. 12.99-19.99 
Macy's will be closed Thanksgiving Doy. Ane jewelry available In oil stores except Paseo Colorado and Redding. Photos may have been enlarged or enhanced. Most colored gemstones and 
cultured pearls hove been treated. Some treatments may not be permanent and some may' require special core; see Soles Associate for information. 50% savings excludes diamond solitaire 
rings, estate Jewelry and fine jewelry Super Buys. "GARFIELD" characters: ©PAWS. Prices, promotions and selection may differ on macys.com. Sale merchandise Is from specially selected 
groups unless identified as "all." Sale prices may include reductions taken from regular stock, plus clearance/closeout items. Intermediate markdowns may have been token. Advertised items 
may not be available in every store. Original, clearance, closeout, ond permanently- or Just-redu&l!d Items will remain at a reduced price after this event. Some original prices may not 
have been In effect over the past 90 days. Only, value, everyday, Special Purchase and now prices also will remain in effect ofter the event. Clearance, closeout ond Special Purchase 
merchandise is available while supplies last. Best Value items ore excluded from all sales, price reductions and coupons. Regular and original prices ore offering prices and may not hove 
resulted In actual soles. No moll or phone orders. Some Items may be part of a sale In progress. Extra savings taken off clearance/sole prices. Extra savings and regular/sole prices In effect 
through November 29. Ane jewelry sale prices in effect through December 31, 2003. Select items will remain on sale through January 4, 2004. See Sales Associate for details. 
25% off 
Social occasion 
dresses and 
separates 
· In our Dress 
deportment. 
25% off 
All classic leather handbags by Tign'anello 
Choose from assorted styles and colors. 
Reg. $70-$155, sole 52.50-116.25 
40% off 
All Club Room and Alfani 
sleepwear for him 
Flannel pajama sets; 
terry velour robes; 
fleece tops, pants 
and robes; silk 
separates. 
Orig. 
$24-$80, 
sole 
14A0-
$48 
Extra 15% off 
'Palo Verde' luggage 
collection by' Ricardo 
Reg. $75-$200, 
was 44.99-119.99, 
less 15% 37.99-101.99 
Garfield plush toy -
only 16.95 with any $35 purchase 
He comes with a little Santa hat, a book 
and a beanbag Odie. 
Only at Macy's. While supplies last. 
#A Macy's Reword Cord will be moiled to you beginning March 2004 in on amount equal to 10% of the qualifying Macy's net purchases made on your Macy's Cord from the date of your enrollment through January 10, 2004. You may enroll at your nearest Macy's or online at macys.com. Offer does not apply to 
Options Visa Card purchases. Net purchases will include deductions for returns, adjustments and discounts. Certain exdusions apply. See a Soles Associate, visit macys.com or call 800-622-9748 for details. ##Chartties vary in Guom. 
.. 
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Continued from Front Page 
misdemeanors are plead out and 
that over 99 percent of the plea 
bargains involve probation. He 
said his office looks at the acts 
co~tted and at-any prior crim-
inal history of the defendant 
when deciding on an appropriate 
sentence. 
"The punishment he received 
is equitable with the conduct of 
the defendant," G_age said. 
Virginia Blumenthal, who rep-
resented Perkins, was out of town 
and could not be reached for 
comment. 
Ironically, Perkins was a 
defendant in a civil case filed in 
Riverside County Superior Court 
in March 2000 that involved 
another man, Seth Neel who 
alleged that he was assaulted by 
offduty officers from San 
Bernardino who had followed 
him to Riverside. The lawsuit 
alleged that Perkins and three 
other Riverside Police 
Department officers had failed to . 
take Neel's complain~ against the 
offduty officers seriously and had 
sided ·with them. The four offi-
cers and the Riverside Police 
Department were dismissed from 
the case several months after it 
was filed, although the case 
against the offduty officers is still 
pending. 
A claim filed by Gambill's 
lawyer Andrew Roth alleged sim-
ilar behavior by Riverside Police 
Department officers who 
responded to the incident involv-
ing Perkins and then conspired to ' 
protect him. 
Riverside Police Department 
officers have been· prosecuted for 
both felonies and misdemeanors 
within the past 10 years and have 
served jail time only in rare 
instances. 
Sgt. Victor Williams was 
charged with three misdemeanors 
stemming from a domestic vio-
lence incident involving his for-
mer wife in 1994, when he 
allegedly struck her in the face 
during an argument about their 
child. He was charged with bat-
tery, inflicting corporate injury to 
a spouse and child endanger-
ment. In 1995, he entered into 
domestic violence diversion for 
two years and was sentenced to 
52 weeks of anger management 
classes and a $1000 fine. 
While testi.fying at Steve 
Woodruff's trial last year, 
Williams was questioned about 
this incident on the stand and 
said, there was an allegation and 
it was djsmissed. 
Michael Collins was prosecut-
ed for three misdemeanors after 
he was involved in a physical 
altercation with an elderly 
woman who ran a group home in 
2000. He was charged with 
assault by an officer, battery and 
trespassing. He pled guilty to 
trespassing and received one year 
summary probation and a $405. 
His case was dismissed last year. 
Three officers were prosecuted 
for assault and battery cases in 
1997. 
Other current and former . 
Philip Graham and Tommie 
Sykes were charged with misde-
meanor assault by an officer 
stemm.ingfrom an incident where 
they beat a Hispanic man, Jose 
Martinez, and threw him in Lake 
Evans. Graham pied guilty and 
LAWSUIT 
Continued from Front Page 
of criminal violations on the part of 
the employee. No member of the 
Officer Involved Shooting Team 
shall order or in any way compel an 
involved employee to make a state-
ment. Involved employees have the 
option of writing an iccurate and 
complete police report or dictating 
such a report or providing a com-
plete and accurate statement to the 
investigators. Simply writing a 
police repo1t does not violate an 
officer's Fifth Amendment rights, 
the city argued. 
Officers involved with fatal 
shootings are not automatically 
viewed as criminal suspects, the 
city's motion continued. 
"If officers were automatically 
considered the subjects of an offi -
cer involved shooting investjga-
tion, i.e. suspected of wrong doing, 
, the department certainly would not 
• promulgate a written policy man-
dating that such officers be provid-
ed with replacement weapons," the 
motion stated. 
No officer with the Riv~rside 
Police Department has ever been 
prosecuted by the Riverside 
County District Attorney's office in 
relation to an onduty fatal shooting. 
The RPOA in its lawsuit also 
alleged that Officer Tina Banfill 
was given a notice of intent to ter-
minate last June 2 after she refused 
to be interviewed in the "Blue 
Room" regarding her involvement 
in the May 27 shooting of Volne 
Lamont Stokes. Because she had 
interviewed suspects in that room, 
she fouf!d being interviewed there 
"unnerving and insinuating that she 
was a suspect," according to the 
law suit. She refused to be inter-
viewed in that interrogation room 
and was then ordered by supervi-
sors to drive late at night to the 
Internal Affairs office where she 
was ordered to answer questions 
there. 
The issue of whether or not 
Banfill was terminated and 
whether it was appropriate to 
divulge that confidential informa-
. tion in a lawsuit is also being con-
tested by the city. 
In a separate motion, the city 
argued that the RPOA acted inap-
propriately by releasing Ban:fill's 
disciplinary record in violation of 
state's Penal Code 832.7 and that 
the complaint failed to specify 
whether Banfill was actually termi-
nated. 
Banfill was present in uniform 
alongside other officers at the 
demonstration against. President 
George Bush held near the down-
town c0nvention center on Oct. 15. 
The lawsuit also alleged that 
officer Adam Brown who was also 
involved in the Stokes shooting 
had an experience similar to 
Banfill's but had finally agreed to 
give a statement in the "Blue 
Room" and was not issued a notice 
of intent to terminate. Officers 
Melissa Wagner and Carl Turner, 
who shot and killed Antastacio 
Munoz last November and William 
Rodriguez who shot and killed 
Michael Vetter on Dec. 31, 2002 
were also subjected to similar treat-
ment, the RPOA's lawsuit allegtd, 
but it does not provide specific 
details. 
That point was not lost on the 
city which argued in its motion that 
the allegations involving these 
officers were vague and did not 
explain how the rights of these offi-
cers were violated during the 
department's investigations of their 
shootings. 
The city and the police union 
have clashed in superior court °/1 
numerous occasions. 
The RPOA has filed five sepa-
rate complaints for injunctive relief 
against the city in the past 10 years. 
The last was filed in February 1997 
on behalf of two officers Vernon 
Bryant and Marco Quesada who 
had been involved in the incustody 
death of Hector Islas. When asked 
to provide the investigators with 
urine samples for drug testing, both 
officers had initially refused but 
eventually relented. The RPOA 
· then filed an injunction to prevent 
the results of the drug tests from 
being revealed because that violat-
ed the officers' rights. Judge 
Stephen D. Cunnison ruled in favor 
of the RPOA on its preliminary 
junction and the case was ultimate-
ly settJed and dismissed. The city 
had also filed a complaint for 
injunctive relief against the RPOA 
in 1997. 
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, was sentenced to six months of 
weekend detail, two years · sum-
mary probation and fines. That 
case was dismissed in 2001. 
Graham also faced two felony 
charges in relation to an assault 
against an employee at Carlos 
O'Brien restaurant in 1997 where 
according to a civil law suit filed 
in that case, he pushed an 
employee on the ground, held a 
gun to his head and threatened to 
kill him, and also broke the man's 
wrist. 
He plead guilty to brandishing 
a firearm ~nd force used to inflict 
bodily harm, both felonies, and 
was sentenced to six months 
sheriff detail which was later 
changed to time in county jail and 
three years formal probation. 
After several failed attempts, 
Graham had his guilty plea put 
SHARPTON 
Continued from Front Page 
Carolina, and criticizes 
Edwards, currently the frontrun-
ner there, for his opposition to 
Bush federal judicial appellate 
nominee Janice Rogers Brown, 
a Black conservative California 
Supreme Court justice. 
The group that sponsored the 
ad, the Committee for Justice 
(CFJ), was created to advocate 
for the president's conservative 
judicial picks. But Democratic 
senators have so far successful-
ly blocked at least four nomi-
nees, and have indicated that 
they will block more, including 
Black conservatives Rogers and 
former Jesse Helms' press aide 
Claude Allen. 
Edwards was specifically tar-
geted not only because he is 
leading the Democratic pack in 
South Carolina, but because he 
is a member of the Senate 
Judiciary Committee, and voted 
against Rogers. 
Justice Rogers, a candidate to 
serve on the U.S. Court of 
Appeals for the DC Circuit, is· a 
staunch conservative who once 
said she wasn't sure all 50 states 
were covered by the Bill of 
Rights. She has also expressed a 
belief that the Consti(ution 
upholds property rights over 
civil rights. The NAACP, 
among other Black organiza-
tions, is opposing her nomina-
tion. 
. Sen. Edward Kennedy, during 
a 39 hour Senate ~epublican 
"talkathon" last week, called 
Brown and other conservative 
Bush judicial nominees "nean-
derthals." 
But the Committee for Justice 
TV ad against Edwards, noting 
that Justice Brown, 54, the 
daughter of a sharecropper in 
the segregated South, aspires to 
the federal bench, portrays 
Edwards as voting against her 
because she is Black, a charge 
the senator vehemently denies. 
aside and the case dismissed in 
2001. 
Sykes also plead guilty to mis-
demeanor assault by an officer 
and was sentenced to three years 
summary probation. 
Also in 1997, Robert Mauger 
was tried and convicted of three 
.misdemeanor battery counts in 
relation to an assault against a 
handcuffed teenager. He was sen-
tenced to nine months in county 
jail, anger management counsel-
ing, 120 hours community seFV-
ice, fines and three years formal 
probation. 
All of these officers except 
Williams, who was most recently 
assigned to Internal Affairs, have 
been terminated from the depart-
ment. 
"Shame on you, Sen. 
Edwards," the ad says. "Our ads 
are meant to call attention to the 
fact here is a good woman who 
we think is really inspiring ... 
who has risen to a prominent 
position and is now being nom-
inated for the second most 
important court in the en.tire 
country by President Bush," 
Sean Rushton, CFJ executive 
director, told the Associated 
Press. The target of his ad dis-
agrees. 
"She has a record of repeated-
ly putting he~ own views above 
tpe law - views that are hostile 
to fundamental civil and consti-
tutional rights and to affirmative 
action in paiticular," Edwards 
said in response. 
In one of the CFJ ads, a clip of 
Sharpton suggesting that Brown 
deserves an up-or-down vote in 
the Senate, was used. Sharpton 
was criticized for that stand and 
quickly reversed his position. 
The civil rights leader, in a 
..statement, was not pleased 
being use'd as an instrument 
ag_ainst Edwards to hurt his can-
didacy. 
"As I have previously stated, I 
am strongly opposed to the 
nomination of Janice Rogers 
Brown," Sharpton said. "She is 
so far removed from the judicial 
mainstream that she poses a 
serious threat to the progress we 
have made in civil rights. I 
believe our Senators should 
continue to do everything with-
·in their means to prevent Justice 
Brown from gaining a lifetime 
appointment to µie DC Circuit 
Court of Appeals. 
"Senator Edwards properly 
voted against Janice Rogers 
Brown after a careful and delib-
erative , review of her right wing 
judicial findings - not her pol-
itics - and at the urging of 
myself and other civil rights 
leaders," Sharpton continued . 
"We cannot let the right wing 
divide our party - not any-
where in this nation, and espe-
cially not in the South." 
Literary Fundraiser 
Host a 
BOOK PARTY 
at your home or church with 
FIVE CHRISTIAN AUTHORS 
✓ Frank Wallace, author, minister, poet 
✓ Shlrley Smith, author, Breast Cancer advocate, coun-
selor 
✓ Anna Christian, author, historian, educator 
✓ Gaynelle Hughes, author, designer, entrepreneur 
✓ Richard 0. Jones, author, poet, comedian 
RECEIVE 20% OF ALL BOOK SALES 
call Richard 0. Jones at (909) 488-0443 
or email: carrleonprod@earthlink.net 
HARNESS THE POWER 
OFTHEWEB 
Design & Hosting · 
Packages Available 
Call or visit us online 
www.blackyoicenews.com 
., 
,, 
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PRESIDENT 
Continued from Front Page 
During his visit, he talked 
with legislators at their region-
al offices, to underscore the 
importance of the University 
of California to the state's eco-
nomic, educational and cultur-
al health. · 
"I truly believe that all 
Californians are touched by 
the work of the University of 
California - through our 
teaching, our niedicfu care, the 
new products and jobs c.reated 
by our research, and our work 
in the schools and agricultural 
fields," Dynes said. "We want 
to preserve and enhance all the 
things we do for California. 
But we need to make clear that 
doirig so requires continue'd 
support from the state. We 
need to be telling the story of 
what UC accomplishes for 
California and why that con-
tribution is too valuable to 
lose." 
The Group Announces Celebrating 
Community Award Recipients 
On Thursday, November 20, 2003, The Group announced ~he names of 
recipients of the organization's Celebrating Community Award. This 
annual awards program recognizes individuals whose work serves as a 
positive model to the community, especially the African-American com-
munity. Award recipients are nominated by individuals and the names and 
accomplishments are presented to members of The Group for approval. 
This year 's recipients are: Captain {ames Cannon, Riverside Police 
Department; Gladys Walker, Assistant Superintendent, Riverside Unified 
School District; Joseph Higgins, Riverside businessman for more than 40 
years; Delores Armour, founder and chair of Riverside's Juneteenth 
Celebration; and Mary Shelton, investigative reporter, Black Voice News. 
The recipients will be honored at a 7:00 a.m. breakfast on Thursday, 
December 4, 2003 at Canyon Crest Country Club: The cost of the event 
is $25 and reservations may be made by calling (909) 780-773fJ 
Wanted 
Small Business Owners 
Churches • Barber/Beauty Shops 
Restaurants 
Harness the Power of the Web 
Black Voice Technology Solutions 
") 
Design&. Hosting ilir~ 
Packages Avilllable 
, !J rt I 
Call or visit us online 
www.blackvoicenews.com 
Call Matthew 
909.682.6070 
The Black Voice Technology Solutions 
3585 Main Street, Suite 201 
Riverside, CA 92501 
Office: 909.682.6070 
info @blackvoicenews.com 
Fax: 909.276.0877 
rlt ruIDJtr JiMm,m mtTI 
"NO $$ DOWN" -WITH- "VERY LOW cosr· 
FIRST TIME BUYER PROGRAMS!II Visit us online 
www.black-
voicenews.com 
Refinance 
HOME IMPROVEMENT/DEBT CONSOLIDATION LOANS 
GOOD CREDIT BAD CREDIT 
ROBERT NELSON I·. TURN YOUR CUR-
Cell (909) 260-9826 i_J.!,. " ! , RENT EQUITY INTO 
Phone (888) 695-5626 f-- ., AN INVESTMENT.. . 
www.amsloancenter.com ASK US HOW??? 
EVR-GARD 
CONSTRUCTION 
RESTORATION 
LICENSE #621683 
HCRC CERTIFIED 
Smoke Odor Removal Specialist 
Disaster Response 
Fire/ Water 
Construction 
Contents Restoration 
24 HR. Emergency Response 
Technicians on hand for immediate service 
1-800-457-7585 (For Construction) 
1-800-759-1988 (For Restoration) 
www.evr-gardconstruction.cotn. 
I 
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LIFESTYLES 
• Health • Fitness 
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RTA Spreads Holiday Cheer by' Offering Service to Festival of Lights 
The Blqck Voice Newr 
RIVERSIDE 
The Riverside Transit Agency 
is helping residents get into the 
holiday spirit this year by offer-
ing $2 roundtrip fixed route 
shuttle service to Riverside's 
annual Festival of Lights and 
Downtown Aglow. The buses 
will depart from eight Riverside 
County communities, providing 
service to the Historic Mission 
Inn, on select dates between 
· November 29 and December 20. 
Tickets are on sale now. 
. . . 
Riverside Transit Agen.c:1 
,, 
"It's a great chance for people, 
to experience downtown's festiv-
ities, especially if they wouldn't 
normally be able to go due to a 
lack of transportation or because 
they don't want to make the long . 
RTA Chair Ameal Moore 
drive," says RTA Board 
Chairman · and Riverside 
R,.iverside's Historic Mission Inn, Norco & Lake "Elsinore: 
festival goers can also enjoy the December 6 
Main Street Pedestrian Mall, 
which is transformed into an old-
fashioned holiday village. The 
stores stay open later and spe-
cialty artisans, crafters and food 
vendors are on hand to display 
their seasonal wares. 
The buses will depart from the 
following communities on the 
following dates. 
Moreno Valley & Murrieta: 
December 13 
PetTis & Sun City: December 
20 
Councilman Ameal Moore. Canyon Lake (tickets sold out) 
The buses will leave at 
approximately .5 p.m. and return 
at 9 p.m. For information on ' 
where ~o purchase tickets, call 
RTA at (909) 565-5 174. Or, log 
onto the RTA web site at 
In addition to two million & Jurupa: November 29 www.RiversideTransit.com 
Women, Blacks More Likely To 
Suffer From Lupus 
• twinkle lights adorning 
' 
' 
F.A.C.P. F.A.C.P.M. 
Dear Dr. Levister: I am an 
African-American nurse. Many 
patients who are diagnosed with 
lupus, are under the false 
impression that this disease runs 
in families. Please shed some 
light on this little ~own illness. 
L.t. 
I Dear L. T. Unfortunately when 
I it comes to the headlines, lupus 
: usually takes a back seat to the 
: to the more wide-spread prob-
: lems of heart disease, cancer, 
l and stroke. However, lupus is a 
: growing problem among women 
~ and Blacks. 
•. Lupus (its full medical name is 
~ Systemic Lupus Erythematosus) 
t is a mysterious illness. Although 
; various aspects of it were 
1 described as far back as 1840, I the cause is still unknoit d a.., 
I cure still elusive. ll)} !!· ,the 1970's, lupus was little known 
to the public. It's not a surprise 
that even today lupus is not list-
ed in many mainstream health 
guides. Like AIDS, lupus 
involves the immune system. 
There the similarity ends. Lupus 
is not transmissible from one 
individual to another. It does 
not appear to run in families 
though genetic factors that pre-
dispose some people to the dis-
ease are surfacing. In the major-
ity of patients it does not prove 
fatal. The illness can be difficult 
to diagnose. Women are five 
times more likely than men to 
die from lupus, and Black 
patients are three times more 
likely than White patients to die 
from the disease in part because 
of problems in gaining access to 
quality health care. 
Lupus is a battle of the body 
against itself. Lupus turns the 
body's immune system against 
its own healthy tissues, in some 
cases attacking the kidneys, 
brain and other vital organs. 
Many afflicted people also 
develop severe arthritis. 
In reporting the results of a 20-
year study, lupus expert Charles 
G. Hel~ck, MD, said at. least 
eight-of-nine lupus sufferers are 
women, most of them young at 
. the time the disease strikes. 
There is an estimated 500,000 to 
one million Americans with the 
illness. Lupus is not an officially 
reportable condition as · are 
tuberculosis, measles, AIDS and 
so on, as a result patient data is 
often difficult to find. 
Health officials have long 
known that lupus strikes 
women, particularly those of 
childbearing age, more often 
than men. Scientists are there-
fore studying whether hormone 
imbalances may contribute. 
Most patients never face a major 
crisis; they simply cope, day to 
day, with problems such as rash-
es, fatigue and severe joint dis-
comfo1t. Contact your physician 
about ways to control the dis-
ease, prevent complications and 
ease the itnpact of lupus. 
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Do you have any of these 
problems? 
Bankruptcy • Collections 
Charge off • Repos 
; Call ~ 
~ (909) 793-2141 • (909) 335-3691 
~ 1(8~6) 444-4407 
Zartesia McNary 
"I'm back here at Redlands Auto Center and I will continue to help 
THOUSANDS of people who believe it's close to impossible to purchase 
the VEHICLE OF THEIR CHOICE." 
STOP BY and see our huge selection of New And Pre-
Owned Vehicles 
Sand Dunes to Sonic Booms 100 Years of Aviation History 
The Black Voice News 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 
On December 17, 1903, the 
Wright Brothers, Orville and 
Wilbur, took the world's first 
motorized flight with a 12-sec-
ond trip on the beach at Kill 
Devil Hills on the Outer Banlcs 
of North Carolina. 
Today, as part of the Nation's 
commemoration of the 
Centennial of Flight, the 
National Park Service's National 
Register of Historic Places 
launches its newest onlirie travel 
itinerary, Aviation: From Sand 
Dunes to Sonic Booms at 
www.cr.nps.gov/nr/travel 
In partnership with National 
Park Service Regional Offices, 
Dayton Aviation Heritage 
National Historical Park, the 
United States Air Force, the U.S. 
Centennial of Flight 
Commission, and the National 
Cpnference of State Historic 
Preservation Officers, this is the 
Natjonal Register's largest 
online travel itinerary. It fea-
tures 105 places where aviation 
history was made; from the 
Wright -Brothers first flight 
through America's space pro-
gram. 
"This newest travel itinerary, 
celebrates America's aviation 
pioneers, and highlights more 
than 100 places listed in the 
National Register of Historic 
Places--historic aircraft, air-
fields, research and testing facil-
ities, aeronautical and engineer-
ing research laboratories, nµli-
tary installations, space launch 
sites .and control facilities. 
Together, these places tell the 
stories of the significant people 
and events that made the United 
States the world's leader in avia-
tion," said National Park Service 
Director Fran Mainella. , 
The travel itinerary invites 
visitors to explore historic 
places associated with early avi-
ators, commercial and military 
aviation, Cold War sites, and the 
"space race" that began with the 
Soviet Union's launching of 
Sputnik on ·october 4, 1957. 
The significance of each historic 
place in the 1tmerary is 
described and illustrated with 
color and historic photographs. 
Six essays offer historical con-
text. The itinerary also provides 
public accessibility infonnation 
for each historic place and linlcs 
to other aviation-related web-
sites as well as those offering 
information on the centennial of• 
flight celebration. 
Aviation: From Sand Dunes 
to Sonic Booms is the 29th 
National Register travel itiner-
ary successfully created through 
partnerships with communities, 
regions, and Heritage Areas 
throughou~ the United States. By 
promoting historic · preservation 
and· heritage tourism in these 
communities across the country, 
the National Register of Historic 
Places Discpver Our Shared 
Heritage travel itinerary series is 
a part of the Depaitment of the 
Interior's leading role in sup-
p01ting tpe Preserve America 
initiative. 
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Rose Parker Receives Honorary Doctorate; Celebrate~ 3 Years of Freedo _I 
The Black Voice News 
After serving 15 years in 
prison, Rose Parker cel-
ebrates the third 
anniversary of her 
paroled release as the 
former Gov. Gray Davis 
exits from the office of 
California Governor 
Rose Ann Parker believed she could 
fly when she was paroled from a life sen-· 
tence of 27 years, (serving 15 years of 
that sentence), for stopping a man from 
killing her and her unborn child. For 15 
years Rose would sit in her cell and 
believe God would release her. 
Rose was the first woman released 
after the battered women's defense was 
signed into Jaw in 1992. Against his 
known reputation, Gov. Gray Davis 
granted her parole. Rose has undeniably 
earned a place in history. 
After her release, it did not take · long 
for Rose to implement her advocacy for 
battered women by founding "Saving 
Our Women International" an outreach 
ministry- in Rialto, Calif. Saving our 
Women was established to conduct semi-
nars and workshops to educate and 
empower women to live healthy and 
abuse free lives. 
Now known as Dr. Rose Parker-
Sterling and a resident of Sacramento, 
Calif., she received an Honorary 
Doctorate of Divinity Degree from the 
Sacramento Theological Seminary. 
God has blessed Rose by leaps and 
bounds to reach the goals that she has 
reached thus far. "Great is his faithful-
ness," Rose said. 
In honor of Domestic Violence Month 
on Oct. 20th and 27th, Rose held the first 
"Saving Our Families" conference in 
Sacramento at the Clarion Hotel. Women 
Escaping a Violent Environment or 
WEAVE, sent outreach workers to aid 
Rose in her endeavor. 
WEAVE representative Julia Day, a 
community educator, gave a basic, 
overview of domestic violence. She edu-
cated the women on·the warning signs of 
potential abusive relationships. 
Day stands in support gf Rose's efforts 
to raise awareness in women who may be 
-in a violent environment. 
"I think it is great that Rose takes her 
hard experiences to try to reach out to 
women to help them( Day said. 
When· Rose contacted WEAVE, she 
spoke to the training and education man-
ager, Robert Bunce. Bunce thinks it is 
important that survivors of domestic 
From left to right - Bishop John Blouin, Lanette Blouin, Rose Parker-Sterling, Apostle M.P. Sterling 
Rose Parker-Sterling, Bishop John Blouin presenting certificate, and wife of 
Bishop Blouin, Lanette Blouin clapping hands. 
abuse or sexual assault not be afraid to 
speak out. 
"It is a silent problem in our communi-
ty," Bunce said. He said by her (Rose) 
speaking out, hopefully it would get oth-
ers to speak out and get the help that they 
need. 
In July of this year, Rose made a per-
sonal appearance at T.D. Jakes' '"Women 
Thou Art Loosed" conference to give her 
testimony. In addition to that, Rose has 
been seen in a persoual interview on 
Jakes' Potter 's Touch television program, 
which airs on the T.B .N. Christian 
Network. 
"For years, I would close my eyes and 
open Lhem to j ust see the closed-in 
wi!lls," Rose said. "But then one day I 
closed my eyes and when I opened them, 
there I was standing on stage before thou-
sands." 
Through Jake's ministry, her testimony 
has literally been heard all over the 
world. 
Coming Nov. 30, Rose will be speak-
ing in Southern California giving a time-
ly message, "After Thanksgiving, Comes 
the Praise." The special service will be 
held at "Church of All Nations" al 1700 
West' Higl\iand in San Bernardino, Calif. 
where her husband, Apostle M.P. Sterling 
is the overseer. 
Also, to commemorate the third 
anniversary of her paroled release, on 
Dec. 7 at 3 p.m. in Sacramento, Rose will 
bring a message entitled "Can You Stand 
to Be Loved?" She• will talk about the 
love of the creator, especially in her life. 
She will also speak in Marysville, Calif. 
earlier that same day at 11 a.m. 
Rose likens herself to the ci vii rights 
activist R,osa Parks. She said Rosa Parks 
sat down for a cause that changed history, 
and she stood up for one. 
Rose is dedicated to serving as an 
advocate for women in crisis. She said 
she would never forget from where God 
has brought her. 
For additional information you can 
email Rose at RoseParkerl @aol.com or 
Green Featured Performer on Gospel Showboat 
The Black Voice News 
NEWPORT BEACH 
The Gospel Showboat , . Inc. 
will once again set sail on 
November 29, 2003 · from 
Newport Harbor. Boasting a 
line-up of all-star entertainment 
and delicious cuisine, the Gospel 
Showboat will feature a per-
formance by Marty Green. 
Green is an anointed contem-
porary gospel singer and song-
1 writer. At the age of eight he 
began singing and perfonning in 
talent shows and ~heatrical 
plays. By the age of 18 he was 
perfonning professionally as a 
lead vocalist and keyboard play-
er in local bands m So. 
California. Green was one of 
the original founders of the 
groups "Tomorrow's Children" 
and "The New Creation Band." 
Marty Green 
After giving his life to the 
Lotd, he was called to the min-
istry of music. He later discov-
ered he also had the gift of song-
writing. Green has served as 
Minister of Music, Praise and 
Worship Leader, Ensemble 
Leader, Choir Director/Member 
and background vocalist. He 
was nominated as Lead Male 
Vocalist of the Inland Empire by 
The Black Voice News People' s 
Choice Awards. 
Green was featured singing on 
the Promise Keepers Live 
Worship 2002 CD release. He 
has worked with major record-
ing artists such as Kurt Carr and 
Yolanda Adams. He has per-
formed at the McDonald Gospel 
Fest and numerous Gospel 
Workshops with other well-
known recording artists and pro-
ducers. In 1999 he sang as a 
lead vocalist with the all-male 
chorus of West Angeles Church 
of God in Christ for the inaugu-
ration of Bill Lockyer, State 
Attorney General. · 
Throughout his professional 
life, Green has maintained a rep-
utation for hard work and com-
miunent on all he is called to do. 
Green and his wife, Della are 
President/CEO of their inde-
pendent record label Crown 
Records. His anticipated debut 
release, due in the Fall of 2003, 
is a reflection of the diverse gifts 
and talents the Lord has given 
him. Green wrote all the lyrics 
and vocal arrangements and co-
produced the album with the 
multi-talented producer, Alex 
White. 
Green 's vision is to encourage 
and empower the listener to 
receive from God everything He 
has promised in Hi~ word. He is 
humbled by his past and current 
experiences and is grateful to the 
Lord for the privilege of serving 
Him. 
Visit MartGreenMusic.com. 
--------------- ----------------------------------------·' 
Laura K.Designs Introduces The Psalm 23 Braceletr.M · 
The Black Voice News 
RANCHO CUCAMONGA 
Laura K Designs has added The 
Psalm 23 Bracelet™.to her line of 
handcrafted crystal and glass jew-
elry. 
· The Psalm 23 Bracelet™ was 
designed to help apply this power-
ful passage of Holy Scripture in 
your daily life. "Our hope is that 
each time it is worn, it will allow 
you to reflect on God's eternal 
Word and the hope it provides," 
said designer Laura Kramer. Each 
bracelet arrives in a beautiful gift 
. box with a CD featuring a mes-
sage of meaning and hope, drawn 
from one of the most familiar and 
beloved passages of scripture, the 
23rd Psalm. This lesson, present-
ed by Pastor Fraser Venter of 
Cucamonga Christian Fellowship 
in Rancho Cucamonga, Calif. , 
was the inspiring force for the 
Psalm 23 BraceletTM_ 
This inspirational bracelet is 
composed of Swarovski crystals 
and sterling silver pieces includ-· 
ing a cross and prayer box ch.arm 
that open to fit a tiny prayer 
inside. This design is approxi-
mately ·7'' in length, and is fin-
ished with a toggle clasp. 
In May 2003, Pastor Fraser 
Venter of Cucamonga Christian 
Fellowship challenged each per-
son to reflect, on Psalm 23. Laura 
Kramer used her jewelry design 
talents to aid her, combining 
scripture memorization with cor-
responding colored crystals to 
develop this inspirational bracelet. 
A portion of the proceeds from 
each bracelet will be donated to a 
ministry that Laura helped launch 
at · Cucamonga Christian 
Fellowship; a ministry for people 
struggling with relational and ·sex-
ual brokenness 
and the healing which can only be 
found through Jesus Christ 
For more information about The 
Psalm 23 Bracelet™, Laura K 
Designs, or Laura Kramer visit: 
www.Psalm23Bracelet.com or 
call 909-816-1077. 
SHEPHERD'S Gospel Time 
Visit a 
church 
of your 
choice 
' 
Sunday 1 :00 pm 
1570 AM 
for 
Advertisement call 
Dr. Dorothy Shepherd 
(909) 597-7134 
visit her website at www.savingour-
women.org. or call (909) 505-3698, for 
Northern Calif. (916) 421-5800. 
Do you feel down and out, sick and in pain? ' 
Do you need some one to talk to? Are you in need to be cared for 
like a family member? Is loneliness getting ·the best of you, and n; 
one cares? God does if you a re having any of these problems : 
' 
write to: 
John Henry Ministry 
P.O. Box 1812 
Colton, CA 92324 
. Please call (909) 889-6628 
Monday-Wednesday, 
Fri and Saturday 3 p.m. - 11 p.m. 
Sunday 9 a .m. - 1 p.m. 
£ife Church Of God In Christ 
3349 Rubidoux Boulevard ~ Riverside. CA 92509 
Toll Free No. (877) 684-Life ~ Fax No. (909) 684-81 17 
www.LIFECHURCHR IVERSIDE.org 
'"Celebrating 16 Years of Ministry" . 
Church Motto: TRY GREAT THINGS FOR GOD, 
EXPECT GREAT THINGS FROM GOD! 
SUNDAY WEDNESDAY 
) 
I 
I 
i 
,. 
WORSHIP SERVICES: 8am. 9:45am. 11:30am. 6pm 
CHJLDREN' S CHURCH: 9:45A.M. 
BIBLE STUDY: 7:00pm 
(Classes for all A ges) 
COOL CHURCH: 12 NOON (nka Youth Chun:h) ERWAY 
SUPPORT GROUP: · 4pm FELLOWSHIP SERVICES: 1::iopm. ! 
(Eve,y lstond 3rd) 1 
I 
LIFE CHRIST IAN ACADEM Y (Presehool 1h~ u1h 3rd Grade) ~Call(909) 684-3639 to rcgi<1er and for more info. I 
Our"LIVINO IN FULLNESS EVERYDAY" television broadcast 3il"5 J'Cd ~ly on DirecTV-The Word Network PST ~j 
every Sunday-2 :30pni. und Tuesday-2pm nnd on The Ch~JY8 Chanflel on Saturday at 6:30pm. ~ i 
A Christ-Centered ministry in a contempor:iry se1ting wi1h a cutting edge message for all! ) 
Come 10 £if,- IT WILL CHANGE YOURS! 
We Don't Do Church 
We Do Ministry 
Services 
Sunday 8:00am 
Sunday 10:30am 
Tuesday 7:00pm 
Thursday 11:00am 
Hour of Power 
Worship/Celebration 
Bible Study 
Bible Study 
Phillip & Denise Poweil 
Senior Pastor & First Lady 
1808 Commercenter West. Sui te D. San Bernardino, CA 92408 
909.890.1 420 
West Coast Faith Center Inte"rnational ; 
Where Ordinary People Lay Hold of Extraordinary Success{ 
Pastors Leland and 
Rhonda Wesson 
Wednesday Night Service at 7:00 p.m.} 
Miracle Friday Service I 
I 
Every Friday Night at 7 :00 p.m. : 
Sunday Services at 7:30 a.m. & 10:00 : 
a.m. I 
The Wessons are ordained by Dr. Creflo I 
Dollar. If you love World Changing you , 
will love West Coast Faith Center. I 
. I 
, 
11 285 S. State Street (Diamond I 
Valley Shopping Center), Hemet 
For information call (909) 658-4680 : 
www.westcoastfaithcenter.org ~ 
The Ultimate-in Gospel Music 
p resents . 
Highway to Heaven Broadcast 
with 
Rev. LeRoi Lacey, Monday -- Friday at 5:30 PM 
Holy Hip-Hop - Sat. 1 AM-3 AM 
Gospel Grooves - Sun. 4 AM-5 AM 
Inspiration across America Gospel Music Countdown 
Saturday, 11 PM - 12 Midnight 
Sunday, 12 Midnight - 1 AM 
e-mail: kproval@AOL.com 
Leroilacey@AOL.com 
(909) 688-1570 
the Black Voice News 
New Joy Baptist Church 
5694 Jurupa Ave. • Riverside, CA 92504 
(909) 779-0088 
Weekly Services 
Sunday School 9:15 a.m. 
10:15 a.m. 
6:00 p.m. 
orning Worship 
Evening Workshop 
Tuesday Prayer Meeting & 
Bible Study 7:00 p.m. 
R1•1·. /'1111/ ,. 
.\11111/ortf, \1. /)11•. 
St. Timothy Community Church 
3100 N. State Street/ PO Box 7067 
· San Bernardino, CA 92510 
SERVICE TIMES 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship Service 
Bible Study 
9:00 am 
10:30 am 
Pastor Eullas J. & Wed. Night 7:00 pm 
Evang. Monica Bible Study Pastor's Teaching 
James 
St. John 14:6 "The way, the truth, the life." 
:30 am 
Fountain of Life Temple C.O.G.I.C. 
Superintendent/Pastor Carlton Anderson 
Administrator Hazel Anderson 
1518 Williams Street• Banning, CA 92220 
1:00 am 
6:30 pm 
I • :00 pm 
• :30pm 
Weekly Services 
s·unday School (1st Lady Teaches) 
Praise & Worship 
Evening Services 
Wednesday Night Bible Study 
Young adult & Youth Prayer Tuesday night 
Every l st Sunday Communion after II :00 am service 
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday Prayer @ 9 am - IO am 
Thursday Night Choir Rehearsal . 
Alpha & Associates Christian Center 
Services inside Holiday Inn Select 
14940 Perris Blvd. Ste E&F 
Moreno Valley, CA92553 
(909) 243-5147 
(909) 247-4877-Fax 
) Weekly Services 
I , SUNDAY Bible Study 9 :45 am Worship Service 11 :00 am 
: WED. & THURS. Pastors Cranston C Anderson 
& Earnestine Poole-Anderson 
1 Prayer Line · 7:00 pm 
I . ,._ ___________________ ..... 
I 1--------------------.... 
1 Good News 
1 
Community Church 
Full Gospel Baptist Fellowship 
178 Iowa Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 780-4829 
Weekly Services 
'" Morning Worship 11 :30 am 
Bible Study (Tues.) 7:00 pm 
Choir Rehearsal (Thurs.) 7:00 pm Pastor & Mrs. 
levonzo Gray, Sr. 
traight From The Bible Ministries 
Pastor Andre & 
Glendalee 
Jackson 
A Ministry of Excefleace 
Sunday Intercessory Prayer 9:00 am 
SuQday Y{orship Service 9 :30 am 
Wednesday Intercessory Prayer 7:00 pm 
Wednesday Praise & Worship 7:15 pm 
Wednesday Bible Study 7:30 pm 
at the Faith Building 
24281 Postal Ave., Ste. 110 
Moreno Valley • Ground Floor 
Children & Youths are Welcome 
For more info call 909-420-4184 , 
St. Paul African Methodist 
Episcopal Church 
1355 W. 21st Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(909) 887-1718 
Sunday 
orship Services 
I 
Sunday School 
Wednesday 
Bible Study -
8:00 am 
11:00 am 
9:30 am 
7:00pm 
I 
Rev. Anthony Hughes 
THE HARVEST MINisTRIF.S 
with 
. Evangelist Bro. James Moore, 
Heard on 
I 
I' 
I 
KPRO Inspirational Radio 
1570 AM Daily 5:00 PM 
l 
I - - Community Services - -
Revivals • Guest Speaker 
Wedding • Christian Counseling 
Funerals·• Veterans Service 
Call 909-943-2236 
Bro. James Moore 
Imani Temple Christian Fellowship 
510 West Monterey Ave., Pomona, CA 91168 
(909) 620-9161 • FAX (909) 620-9981 
E-M ail: Imanitc@gte.net 
Service Schedule· 
~asterlife Institute Sunday '9:00 - 9:50 a.m. 
Worship Service Sunday 10:00 a.m. 
fmani Village 
Childrens Church Sunday 10 a.m. 
Man4m<1tio rvWomen 
Seeking Christ Study Tuesday 7:00 p.m. 
' Bible Study Thursday 7:00 p.m. 
Valley Fellowship Seventh Day Adventist Church 
275 East Grove Street 
Rialto, CA 92376 
(909) 874-5851 - Church 
(909) 874-51S2 - Fax 
Weekly Se rvice 
SATURDAY 
Fellowship, Prayer & Bible Stady 9:30 am 
Praise Service & Divine Worship 11 :00 am 
Youth Service 5:00 pm 
WEDNESDAY 
Feeding Program 
Bible Study & Prayer 
S:OO pm Dr. Clyde and 
7:00 pm Barbara Casslmy 
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The Book of Acts 
7480 Sterling Avenue 
P.O. Box 22089 
San Bernardino, CA 92410 
thebookofacts@earthlink.net 
Weekly Services 
Prayer Tuesday 10:00am 
5:30 pm 
10:00 am 
5:30 pm 
Apostle Harvey Jones 
(909) 
Thu™1ay 
Friday 
Bible Study Wed. 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 
Sunday Worship 
9:45 am 
11:00am 884-8241' T. V. Rroadcast Sundays Ch. 49 al 5:00 pm 
Corona Community 
A.l\l.E. Church 
Services held at 
2313 South Main Street 
Corona, CA 92882 
Sunday Worship 8:00am 
(1/2 Block Sourh ol'OntarioAve.) 
(909) 864-11 8 I 6r 730=9325 
www.coronacomame.org 
Wednesday Bible Study 7:00 pm 
Location TBA 
Wind of the Spirit Worship 
Center Foursquare Church 
6476 Streeter Avenue, Riverside, 
CA 
(909) 359-0203 
Weekly Services 
Sunday School (all ages) 9:00 a.m. 
Christ ian Life Development (Adults only) 
Classes 9:00 a.m. 
Worship 10:00 a.m. 
Children's Church. (Available) 
Tues. Bible Studies 11 :30 a.m. Pastor & Mrs. 
Thurs. Bible Studies 7:00 p.m. Michael Edwards 
Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church 
2625 Avalon Street 
Rubidoux, CA 92509 
(909) 276-8374 
Weekly Services 
t 
9 :15 am 
9 :15 am 
Saturday Service Sabbath 
Early Morning Service 
Church Service 11 :OO am Marc K. Woodson 
Youth Special Service 4 :30 pm Senior Pastor 
Allen Chapel African 
Methodist Episcoapl 
Church 
4009 Locust (at 10th St.) 
Riverside, CA 9250 1 
(909) 686-0702 
www.allen-chapel-ame-riv.org 
Weekly Services 
:A Sunday Services 11 :00 am 
Sunday chool 9:30 am 
Reverends John and 
Shermella E9son 
Wednesday Bi hie Sllldy I 0:00 am 
Wednesday Prayer & 
Bible Study 7:00 pm 
Trinity Baptist Church 
22612 Alessandro, Moreno Valley, CA 
(909) 656-4015 
"A church where everybody is some-
body" 
Weekly Services 
Sun. School 9:45 am 
Sun. New Members· Class 9:45 am 
Worship ·Service Sun. 8:00 am 
Worship Service Sun. 11: 15 am 
Prayer & Bible Study 
Wednesday 7:00 pm 
Dible Study 
Thursday 12 noon 
Bethel AME Church 
16262 Baseli ne Avenue 
Fontana, CA 92335 • 909/350-940 I 
"A church where everybody is somebody" 
SUNDAY SERVICES 
Morning Service 8:00 a.m. 
Sunday School 9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Service I 0:45 a.m. 
Women In Prayer 
After Sunday Service 
PRAYER MEETING 
Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
BIBLE STUDY 
Wednesday 7:30 p.m. 
Rev. Morris 
Buchanan 
Walk With Jesus Catheµral 
"An Arena for the Miraculous" 
820 Healing Waters Dr . 
Colton, CA 92324 
(909) 825-2258 
ORDER OF SER VICES 
Sunday School 
Sunday Morning Worship 
Sunday Eve. Wor,hip 
Thursday Bibel ~cvival 
Daily "Morning Glory" 
8:30 a.m. 
l0:00 a.m. 
6:00 p.rn. 
7:00 p.m. 
Prayer, Mon.-Fri . I0:0!}- l 2 noon 
KPRO RA DIO /570 AM - WED. 2:00 
Pastor Iris Hailu 
P.M. - SA 1: 5:45 P.M. 
Quinn A.M.E. 
Church 
25400 Alessandro Blvd. Suite 6 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
(909) 485-6993 
WEEKLY SERVICES 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Sunday Morning Worship 11 :00 a.m. 
Mid Day Bible Study, Tues. 12:30 pm 
Mid Weck Bible Study, Wed. 7:00 p.m. 
New Century Baptist 
Church 
5413 34th Street 
Riverside, CA 92509 
(909) 686-5171 
Pastor Najuma 
Smith 
Weekly Services 
Sunday School 9:30 am 
Morning Worship 11 :00 am 
Wednesday 
Pastor Christopher W. & 
Joyce McShan 
Midweek Meditation & Bible 
Study 7:15 pm 
Second Baptist Church 
2911 Ninth St., Riverside, CA 92507 
P.O. Box 303, River side, CA 92502 
Office: (90')) 684-7532 • FAX: (90'J) 684-1564 
www.secondbaptistriverside.org 
E -MAIL: SecBaptist@Earthlink.net 
Sunday Services 
Early Morning Worship 
Sunday School 
Mid-Morning Worship 
Nursery Open 
Prayer Services 
Bible Study 
Wednesday Services 
"S.econd in Name, First in Love" 
7:30 am 
9:00 am 
10:15 am 
10:15 am 
7:00 pm 
7:45 pm 
Pastor T. Ellsworth Gantt, II 
LIITLE ZION ~IONARY BAPITST CHURCH 
2276 N. Medical Center Dr., San Bernardino, CA 92411 _ 
__...,......,-
(909) 887-2813 
SUN. 
Holy of Holies Prayer Hour 9:00 a.m. 
Sunday Education 10:00 a.m. 
Morning Worship ·11:15 a.m. 
MON. 
Youth Ministry 6:00 - 8:00 p.m. 
WED. 
Women's Ministry 6:30 - 8:30 p.m.-
FIRST SAT .. 
Men's M inistry 12:00 noon 
· TUES. Victor L. Mayo, Sr. 
"Let the Healing Begin" School of Ministry 6:3.0 - 8:30 p.m. Senior Pastor 
CROSSWORD 
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP CHURCH™ 
remember the Cross ... focus on the WortfTM 
L. Sykes, Jr., Senior Pastor/Teacher 
14950 Riverside Dr. 
March Air Reserve Base 
Riverside, CA 925i8 
909/697 -8803 • www.crosswordchurch.org 
Sunday Services: Lessons for Life: 9:00 a.m. Worship 10: 15 ·a.m. 
Wednesday Services: Prayer Meeting at 7:00 p.m.; Bible Study at 7:30 p.m . 
C ROSSWORD CHRISTIAN F ELLOW SHIP C HURC H™ is a biblically-based 
church that is• personal, practical and purposeful. · L. Sykes, Jr. Senior P.astor 
& his wife, Karen 1: Sykes Teaching, preaching, ministering for life change 
CATHEDRAL OF PRAISE 
Sunday Praise Service 
Celestial Praise @ 8:00 a.m. 
Pentecostal Praise @ 10:30 a.m. 
The Tabernacle 
1521 S . Riverside Ave. 
Ria lto, CA 92376 
(909) 874-8676 
Radio Ministry 
One Church - Two Locations 
"A Church in the Community for the Community" 
Family Ministry Night 
Wednesday @ 7:00 p.m. 
The Tabernacle 
1521 S. Riverside Ave. 
Rialto, CA 92376 
The Tent 
HaivestcxPraise 
KPR0 1570AM 
Si.rday @ 7:00 PM 
Wectiesday @ 6:00 PM 
Craig W. Johnson, Th.O. 
Senior Pastor & Visionary 
2591 Rubidoux Blvd 
Riverside, CA 92509 
(909) 369-8742 
New Beginnings 
Community Baptist 
Church 
5970 Limonite Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92509 
(909) 682-4407 
Weekly Services 
Sunday School 10:00 am 
Morning Worship 11:00 am . . 
Tuesday Prayer Meeting James B. Ellis, Jr. Sr. Pastor 
& Bible Study 7:00 pm . Albert Alley, Assistant Pastor 
Rev. & Mrs. Julio 
A. Andujo 
Amos Temple CME 
'The Healing Place" 
5860 Arlington Avenue 
Riverside , CA 92504 
(909) 352-4196 - OFFICE 
(909) 352-4538 - FAX 
Sunday School 9 :30 a.m. 
Sunday Worship 8:00 & 11:00 a.m. 
Bible Study & Prayer Wed. 7 p.m. 
Thursday 12 noon 
Showers of Blessings 
Sunday 
Sunday 
Wednesday 
Study 
9:40 am Sunday School 
11 :00 am Worship 
7:00 pm Prayer/Bible 
"Where the Power of God is being 
manifested in the lives of the believ- Pastor K.L. Campbell 
and PastorShaun 
ers." 
Elder K.L. Campbell 
PastorlTeacher 
Moreno Valley Mission CME 
Bright Light FuU Gospel COGIC 
Highland Unity Church Ministries 
Kansas Ave. SDA Church 
Mt. Moriah Baptist 
Park Avenue Baptist Church 
The Living Word Baptist Church 
New Visions Christian 
Communily Church 
New Vision Chrislian Methcxlist 
Episcopal Church 
Rainbow Community Praise Center · 
Tree of Life Tabernacle COGIC 
New Hope MBC Baptist, SB 
Community Missionary Baptist 
Fust Baptist Church of Perris 
Full Gospel Church of Love 
10758 G. Avenue, Suite C 
Hesperia, CA 92345 
(760) 948-6568 
!0800 Hole Ave., S1e #3&4 
5339 Mission Blvd. 
2902 Rubidoux Blvd., Sui1e C 
4491 Kansas Avenue 
18991 Mariposa St. 
19 IO Martin Luther King Blvd. 
9 I 91 Colorado Ave. 
18461 Mariposa Ave. 
8368 Beech Ave. 
15854 Carter Slreet 
214 N. Palm Ave. Rm. IOI 
1575 West 17th Street, 
939 Clay Street 
277 E. Fifth Street 
24050 Theda 
HOLY LAND COGIC 
1024 N. "G" Street• San Bernardino, CA 92410 
(909) 381-2662 
Schedule of Worship Service 
Sunday School 9:30AM 
Sunday Morning Worship 11 :OOAM 
Sunday Night Service 7 :OOPM 
Tuesday Night Pa.,toral Teaching 
Bible Study 8:00PM 
Thursday Women's Evag. Service 
Prayer 7:30PM 
Service 8:00PM & Josephine Lenoir 
Straight From The Bible Ministries 
Pastor Andre & 
Glendalee 
Jackson 
A Ministry of Excellence 
Sunday Intercessory Prayer 9:00 am 
Sunday Worship Service 9:30 am 
Wednesday Intercessory Prayer 7:00 pm 
Wednesday Praise & Worship 7:15 pm 
Wednesday Bible Study 7:30 pm 
at the Faith Building 
24281 Postal Ave., Ste. 110 
Moreno Valley • Ground Floor 
Child ren & Youths are Welcome 
For more info call 909-420-4184 
GRACE CHAPEL OF TEMECUIA VALLEY 
African Methodist Episcopal Church 
28073 Diaz Road, Suites J/K, Temecula, CA 92590 
(909) 406-2425 • Fax (909) 506-2426 
Website: graceotlemeculavallyamechurch.org 
Whosever will. let him come! 
"All are Welcome" 
Sunday School 9:00 a.m. 
Sunday Worship Servic-e 10:30 a.m. 
Wednesday Night Live Bible Study 7:30 p.m. 
OUR MISSION STATEMENT: 
"To e11joy God together a11d share Him with Rev. Larry E. Campbell 
Others" Pastor 
Moreno Valley, CA 925 
Riverside, CA 92509 
Riverside, CA 92509 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Riverside, CA 92508 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Rivmide, CA 
Riverside, CA 92508 
Fontana, CA 92336 
Fontana, CA 92336 
Rialto, CA 92376 
San Bernardino, 924 IO 
Redlands, CA 92m 
Perris, CA 92570 
Perris, CA 92570 
(900) 812-3509 
(900) 782-9904 
(900) 222-2115 
(900) 682-98!0 
(900) 780-2240 
(909) 684-8782 
(909) 788-9218 
(909) 687-7454 
(909) 823-0424 
(909) 355-RCPC 
(909) 874-5469 
(909) 887-2526 
(909) 793-2380 
(909) 657-3767 
(909) 928-7720 
Rev. John Seniguar 
Elder DeWayne Butler 
Rev. C.E. Knoll. Sr. 
Jesse Wilson, Pastor 
Rev. Willie Chambers, Jr. 
Rev. LE. Campbell Pastor 
Pastor FD. Bullock 
Rev. J. Dwight Jackson 
Dr. D.C. Nosakhere Thomas 
Rev. Derrick E. Callicutt 
Rohen L. FairleY., Sr. 
Rev. H. Hubbatd 
Rev. Marvin L. Brown 
Pastor/Phonias Laura Bell 
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SPORTS 
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MLK Girls' Volleyball Battles For City Title _ 
7-1 record ends with 
loss to Golden Valley 
By Ebony Cole and Daniel Cooper 
Martin Luther King, Jr. Middle School 
SAN . BERNARDINO - It bas 
been about five years since the girls' 
volleyball team at Martin Luther 
King Jr. Miqdle School had compet-
ed for a volleyball championship. 
Last year's team had only 3 return-
ing players (Ebonnie Cole, Alyssa 
Arrieta, and Mariana Garcia), 
which made it a challenge to teach 
so many new comers the game. 
Since the team didn't have that much 
experience, it was not expected that 
the girls would make it to any play- . 
off matches. 2003-2004 is where 
the spotlight began to work its way · · . . 
over to the girls of King. " [ think 
they have progressed and improved 
so much since last year. All of these 
girls will do extremely well in high 
school because they have so much 
talent and skill." - Coach Serena 
Cereceres. 
Photo by Jon Gaede- BVN Staff 
Martin Luther King's Ebonnie Cole blocks her Golden Valley opponent. 
A record of 7-1 had the girls 
headed straight to the playoffs. "We 
worked so hard all summer, and [ 
knew we would have a successful 
season,." Coach Cereceres 
explained. The girls placed second 
in the city and met up with Shandin 
Hills in the first playoff match. 
The girls put on their game faces 
and won with a 15-9,15-5 victory. 
The girls then went on to play Gold-
.en Valley in a head to head match 
for the championship. The first 
game was played with a lot of 
teamwork with a win of 16-14. 
Unfortunately, the girls lost the sec-
ond and the third game. However, 
the girls received a second place 
trophy. King Middle School Princi-
pal James J . Espinoza stated: "For 
the first time in King's history both 
our squads made the Championship 
Game. Although we finished sec-
ond, we engaged in a hard fought 
battle that ended with great sports-
manship and character that would 
have made Dr. Martin Luther King 
J_r., our namesake, proud. As I 
shared with our parents, students, 
community and staff following the 
games, the best "teams" were in the 
Championship Games." " Since we 
will only have two re-turners next 
year we will have to focus the sum-
mer on skill development," said 
Coach Cereceres. Photo by Jon Gaede- BVN Staff Brittany Benard returns the ball as her King teammates Ayssa Arrieta and Daniela 
Casteneda look on. 
USC & UCLA Rivalry Renewed 
One plays for dignity and the 
other for a possible national 
title chance 
• By Lee Washington 
ABC is hoping that the emotion and storied 
tradition ofthis great Southern California rivalry 
will inspire a competitive football game. UCLA 
needed to win against Oregon to have a chance 
at a post season bowl game and they didn't come 
close. Under first year coach Carl Dorrell the 
Bruins are now under .500 for the season. 
Losing to Oregon 3 1-13, both the offense and 
defense can share the collective blame. An early 
interception from a Drew Olson pass on UCLA's 
first possession was only the beginning of the 
end for the Bruins. UCLA senior linebacker 
Brandon Chiller continued to impress the scouts 
with 14 more tackles for 121 this year. Craig 
Bragg caught 10 more passes but none for any 
touchdowns. A yawner after the first quarter, the 
Bruin's couldn ' t get anything going .al l day. 
Certainly the highlight of the day was the U.S. 
Navy parachute team who circled above the 
Rose Bowl and landed through colored smoke at 
halftime. 
rewarded by dropping below Ohio State in the 
national polls. The "strength of schedule" fea-
ture could potentially haunt the Troj ans if the 
Bruins forg~t how poor a team they are and make 
this a real football contest. Once again, quarter-
back Matt Leinart was sensational as he was 22 
of 30 for 296 yards and four touchdowns. 
Hershel Dennis, Reggie Bush and LenDale 
White rushed for 52, 64, and 90 yards respec• 
tively. Mike WiJliams had another 11 catches for 
three touchdowns. 
USC hasn ' t been this close to a national 
championship since John 
Robinson 's 197 8 team. 
Trojan fans will certainly be 
rooting for Michigan as they 
take on Ohio State just prior 
to the UCLA game. By 
12:30 the players will know 
the outcome and their mis-
sion will be clear. Beat 
UCLA by a lot! 
The national spotlight upon the USC Trojans 
could make this year's contest a must kill for the 
men of troy. The BCS has reared its ugly head 
again. The Troj ans, (9- 1) who essentially clob-
bered the Arizona Wildcats 45-0 have been 
Photo by Jon Gaede- BVN Staff Photo by Jon Gaede- BVN Staff 
PASADENA - Freshman running back Maurice Drew is sandwiched by a LOS ANGELES - USC's Matt Leinart passes the 
Photo by Jon Gaede- BVN Staff 
USC Running Back Hershel Dennis averaged nearly 
eight yards per carry and scored on this run. host of Oregon players. Trojans to a 43-16 victory over WSU. 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
EDISON® 
An EDTSON INTERNATIONAL® Company ave 
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The Black Voice News 
By Paul Reedy 
Dog Aggression 
Finally on this last week in the 
series dealing with the different 
types of aggr~ssion, let's talk 
about dog aggression. 
How or why are some dogs 
aggressive towards others? 
Dog aggression is a common 
problem and is normal. Dog 
aggression can be learned, and it 
can be genetic. It can also be a 
defense mechanism. 
When aggression towards other 
dogs is learned, the,;e may have 
been a situation in the dogs life 
when it showed the aggression, 
got the desired results (ran off the 
other dog) and no one was there 
to discourage the behavior. 
We see dog aggres ion in dogs 
predisposed to having it because 
of genetics. You m;iy notice it at 
an early age and the dog may 
actually enjoy acting out in this 
manner. Many breeds of .dogs 
were bred to be dog aggressive 
' for specific purposes. 
When do dogs use dog 
aggression as a type of defense 
mechanism? For example, let's 
say you took your dog to a dog 
park one day. All of a sudden it 
is attacked by another dog and 
they· begin fighting._ You take 
your dog home and return to the 
park the next day. You now can't 
· help but notice your dog acting a 
complete mutt. He's growling, 
snarling, and snappin~ at every 
dog around him. None of which 
are ·being aggressive. What is 
going on? Your dog is using dog 
aggression as a defense mecha-
nism. He is now telling those 
other dogs, "I am a tough guy. 
Don' t mess with me!" If the 
owner of a dog like this does not 
discourage this behav10r, the dog 
may become more comfortable 
acting it out, to the point where 
he may be the one attacking other 
dogs. · 
Dogs that are dog aggressive 
are not bad dogs. They simply 
need to be taught proper ways to 
respond to certain situations. It is 
up to the owner to set boundaries 
and see that their dog has not 
cross the line. Wit)l leadership 
and training, owners can break 
new ground in establishing the 
proper relationship with their 
dogs. 
Paul Reedy . is a new Urban 
Chic columnist. He was in law 
enforcemenifrom 1994-2001. He 
decided to venture out into the 
· ·, area of dog training and made a 
point to do everything in his 
power to increase his knowledge 
of dogs and how they think. He 
attended Triple · Crown Dog 
Academy and is certified as a 
Canine Behavivr and Training 
Specialist. In December of 2001, 
Reedy attended Adlerhorst 
International for additional train-
ing as a police dog handler. For 
questions about your dog contact 
Paul at urbanchic@blackvoice-
news.com 
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A Harriet Tubman Slight is Finally Corrected!: 
Harriet Tubman 
The Black Voice News 
. By J .. Zamgba Browne 
Special to the NNPA from the 
Amsterdam News 
Councilman Bill Perkins, 
who was instrumental in 
renaming St. Nicholas Avenue 
in Harlem for Tubman, 
praised Sen. Clinton's initia-
tive to secure the funds that 
were denied for so long. 
An $ l l, 7 5o pension "It is shameful that a hero-that Harriet ine such as Harriet Tubman Tubman, a coura- did not receive her justice 
geous freedom fighter, should while she was alive, not to 
have received from Jan. 1899 mention the fact that she her-
to March 1913 for the death 
her husband, Nelson Davis, 
a veteran of the Civil War, has 
been secured. 
The funds, secured last 
week by Sen. Hillary Rodham 
Clinton (D-N.Y.) , will be 
made available under an inte-
rior appropriations bill. But 
the full House and Senate 
must first approve it. 
Julian M. Hill, executive 
director of the Harriet 
Tubman Awards Jubilee Inc., 
said that he and the organiza-
tion are pleased with the sena-
tor's interest in the matter. 
"We would also appreciate, 
however, if she and other 
elected officials would help 
. us fulfill the dream of desig-
nating March 10 each year a 
legal holiday in the Empire 
State to honor Tubman, said 
Hill. 
"We want to continue the 
campaign so that all New 
York residents can.develop an 
apprec~ation for Tubman, an 
incredible and relentless free-
dom fighter," he added. 
self deserved a pension for 
her ser vice to the ,nation as a 
spy in the Civil War," he said. 
Perkins said the new desig-
nation given to St. Nicholas 
Avenue creates the first and 
only major street in the entire 
State of New York that is 
named after a· woman of 
African ancestry. 
Sen. Clinton said that the 
funds would be used to pre-
serve and maintain Tubman's 
home in Auburn, N.)". , and to 
honor her memory. Clinton 
requested the funds after stu-
dents in Albany brought the 
matter to her attention. She 
also said that she was grate-
ful to the students and that she 
is proud something can be 
done now to honor Tubman's 
memory and make sure this 
injustice is remedied. 
"Harriet Tubman was one of 
our nation's most courageous 
freedom fighters, and it is 
important that we officially 
recognize her extraordinary 
services," Clinton declared. 
Tubman reportedly request-
ed a pension for her service in 
the Union Army during the 
Civil War, but never received 
it. However, her husband, 
Davis, served in the U.S. 
Colored lnf antry, making her 
eligible for pension upon his 
death. 
Under the Dependent 
Pension Act of 1890, Tubman 
received an $8 per month 
widow's pension as the 
spouse of a deceased veteran 
from June 1890 until January 
1899. 
On Jan. 19, 1899, Congress 
authorized the Secretary of 
Interior to pay Tubman a 
widow's pension of $25 per 
· month for the duration of her 
life; however, she received 
only $20 per month until her 
death on March 10, 1913. 
Sen. Clinton said that the 
adjusted funding totals 
e.rs 
W.-. a --n, ·-_, . . ' ... . . . ' ,,i .. -~ , 
urban chic is Iookir.ig for .writers 
contact 
regina@ 
urbanchic@blackvoicenews.com 
$11,750. Underground Railroad. 
The issue was brought to the Following their visit, 
senator's attention a year ago Clinton introduced a resolu-
during a visit with students tion requesting that the feder-
from the Albany Free School al government provide the 
who studied the life of long overdue remaining pen-
Tubman in class and spent sion to the descendants of 
nearly two weeks tracing the Tubman. Rep. . Edolphus 
path to freedom that she is Towns (D-Brooklyn) intro-
credited with paving as a duced a similar resolution in 
"conductor" along the the House. 
<You <Don >- 1; .?£a~,_;e to 
rWisli .)21. ny1:1t:ore ... ... 
[H9 J 688-3332 
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·.~ocal Authorities Baff led by Evidence of Dinosaur Invasion 
. ~crushed Cars 
Discovered 
~Downtown Indicate 
·something Big is 
Coming 
' The Black Voice News 
, In major cities across the coun-
try, authoritie.s have made a 
series of bizarre discoveries. 
~ Parked cars, crushed under some 
• enormous weight, have, been · 
!ound on city streets. They are 
' discovered with no signs of 
injury, theft, or vandalism, but 
_the roof of each vehicle bears an 
:enormous tell-tale footprint of 
·some sort of enormous creature. 
~After consulting biologists, zool-
:ogists and finally paleontolo-
gists, authorities are on the look-
out for a 27'-long male dinosaur 
called a Daspletosaurus, a 
bipedal carnivore and an ancestor 
• of the notorious T-Rex. Sketch 
artists have created this image 
from eye-witness accounts. 
Police, paleontologists and 
emergency personnel have been 
tracking the creature and though 
;they have yet to get visual confir-
mation, feel that they have a 
good idea on the path the animal 
will take. He seems to be attract-
ed to theatres and heavily popu-
lated downtown locations. 
Warning notices· and the follow-
ing wanted poster have been sent 
' to the following locations so that 
they are on the lookout between WATCH OUT: Daspletosaurus possibly coming to a theatre near year. 
December 12-16, when the crea-
ture is expected to strike. 
• Orlando -- Church Street and 
South Orange Ave. and Pointe 
Orlando, in front of the Muvico 
Pointe Theatre 
• Los Angeles - In front of the 
Kodak Theatre 
• Philadelphia - 18th St. 
between Walnut and Locust 
Local authorities are asking 
residents to use caution when 
entering these areas and to be on 
the lookout for the suspect in 
question. 
R&B Singers Kenny Lattimore and 
Chante Moore to Perform on Y&R 
The Black Voice News 
Two of today's most distinc-
tive song stylists, Kenny 
Lattimore and Chante Moore, 
will perform the duet "When I 
Said I Do" at Victoria Rowell 
(Dru) and Kristoff St. John's 
(Neil) wedding on "The 
Young and the Restless," 
which will be broadcast 
Monday and Tuesday, 
December 22 and 23 on CBS. 
Written by Clint Black, 
"When I Said I Do" was orig-
inally recorded by Black and 
his wife Lisa Hartman Black. 
The song was nominated for 
an Acade1:1y of Country 
Music Award and a Country 
Music Association Award. 
Kenny Lattimore and Chante 
Moore have been touring and 
promoting their newly 
released combined CD called 
"The Things That Lovers Do" 
which is a collection of clas-
sic love songs. 
Additionally, cult favorite 
George Takei ("Star Trek") 
will portray Reverend Daniel 
Tanaka, the minister who offi-
ciates at Dru and Neil's spec-
tacular Japanese-inspired 
wedding. Takei is best known 
for his portray_al of Mr. Sulu 
in the acclaimed television 
and film series "Star Trek." 
"The Young and the 
Restless," the number one 
rated daytime drama for the 
past 776 weeks, recently•cele-
brated its 30th anniversary. It 
is broadcast weekdays on the 
CBS Television Network. It 
is produced by, Bell Dramatic 
Serial Company in associa-
tion with Sony Pictures 
Television. 
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www.downtownsupperclub.com 
· You Buy 
We Fry 
Sunday 12-8 
Mon.-Thur. 11-9 
Fri.-Sat. 10-10 
Red Anchor Fish Market 
(909) 243-0443 
13373 Perris Blvd., Ste. E414 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
Subscribe 
ON-LINE & 
Save 
www.blackvoicenews.com 
*Weddings 
*Commercials 
*Gospel Singing. 
*Docu:mentaries, Etc 
Video Services r,;,':k.,..,.~ 
Special rates avai1able only '" · . i :-,. , 
while booking space Jastsf ~ · 
909-23 2-9602 
w,vw.zenopierremediaworks.com 
3527 Main Street • Riverside 
(909) 782-8219 
Come meet Bobby and Evelyn Bratton! 
Featuring the 
BEST Bar-B-
Que, Creole and 
Cajun Food in 
the Inland 
Empire. 
· : Mobile Catering 
• Lllnt:htM •• ,,,,,,,. • tWrts • 
Birthdays • ,.,,,.. • l'lclilcs • 
AanlNrurlfls.,,.,..,,.. ·--
...,,,,,. • Clur:h Funt:llans 
Open 7 Days 
Mon. thru Thurs. 11 am - 9 pm 
Fri. thru Sat. 11 am - 10 pm 
Sun. 11 am - 8 pm 
• Jambalaya • Seafood Shrimp 
Creole • Shrimp Etauffll • Gumbo 
w/Rlce • Red Snapper • catnlh • 
Pork Ribs • Beel Ribs • Hot links • 
Chltterlligs • All Ille Side Orders You 
CM Imagine • Delicious Desserts 
We can supply a 
banquet for 50-
5000 guests for 
any occasion. 
Gram's For Breakfast! 
Make your next breakfast meeting 
special and worl}' free. Come, let 
us fix you a southern style break-
fast that will make you smile! 
• Grits • Salmon Croquets • Fresh 
Biscuits • Bacon • Eggs 
All served with congenial hospitality in an elegant atmos-
phere 
As early as 5:30 am everyday, we will be ready to make 
your group welcome! 
MUST BOOK IN ADVANCE FOR 
GROUPS FROM 20-50 PEOPLE 
Call for bookings and menu selection 
Advertise 
The Black Voice News 
909.682.6070 
CRESCENT 
CITY CREOLE 
RESTAURANT 
9395 Monte Vista Ave. 
Montclair, CA 91763 
(909) 482-0566 
Dlontclalrl 
COME SEE OUR NEW MENU 
Appetizer assortment 
Choice of eight entrees and 
dessert 
Gospel Brunch Every 
Sunday , 
Hours: 
Monday-Thursday 
11 :00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. 
Friday: 11 :00 a.m. - 11 :00 p.m. 
Saturday: 12:00 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m. 
Sunday: 12:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. 
Banquet facilities available for any occasion. 
The Black Voice News 
NOVEMBER (213) 628-2772 or on-line at 
Taper Ahmanson.com. 
Nov. 27, 11:30 Thanksgiving 
Day Dinner at Valley Dec. 6, 2:00 - 4:00 p.m., Art 
Fellowship SDA Church, 275 reception and autograph ses-
EastGrove Street, Rialto. For sion with special guest 
more information call (909) authors Barbara Perkins and 
, 874-5851. Wanda Moore at the Museum 
of African American Art. For 
Nov. 29, 11 :00 a.m., How 
Books Changed My Life for 
6th-12th graders and their 
families at Starbucks Coffee, 
University Parkway, San 
Bernardino. 
more information 
(323) 294-7071. 
contact 
Dec. 7, 5:00 p.m., Sepia 
Fashion Revue, a traveling 
fashion show featuring tl;le 
Hamilton Vogue-Esquire 
Models of Chicago, Il, returns 
to the Inland Empire for its 
DECEMBER 
Dec. 4 Jan. 25, · eleventh appearance. This 
Internationally renowned year's production, "It's a 
recording arid concert star Fashion Affair," is scheduled 
. Patti Austin and Tony Award- for the Gibb's Auditorium, 
winning Broadway star Lillias Pacific High · School, 1020 
White will ·perform in "Like Pacific Street, San 
Jazz" - A New Kind of Bernardino. Tickets are 
Musical at the Taper. For $22/per patron and may be 
tickets or information call purchased by calling 909-
I 
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The Black Voice News published every 
week is $40.00/yr. 
Send check or money order to: 
The Black Voice News 
P.O. Box 1581 
Riverside, CA 92502 
allow 4-6 weeks for first issue 
.. "Or'l!ltlb9crft)e tJnfjl'\e www.btac11Volcenews.CO(l1 
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BGC Holds 6th Annual Toy Distribution 
Boys & Girls Club of San Bernardino has been assisting families in 
need since it first organized in 1967, and has continued to do so ever 
smce. 
The Club will be holding their 6th Annual Toy Distribution Christmas 
Party on Friday December 19th, 2003, from 3:00 PM to 6:00 PM, free 
gifts and refreshments. · 
We are looking for assistance from the community in order to accom-
modate all the children in need in our area, especially those who have 
been through the recent fire crisis. 
Last year several generous people donated to this event like Los 
Angeles radio station 106. 7 Krog, "The Kevin & Bean Show" organized 
a toy drive where the Club collected 300 toys for disadvantaged com-
munity children. 
If you have any questions or would like to contribute to your local 
Boys & Girls Club for the Christmas event, please feel free to contact a 
staff member at (909) 888-67~1 or visit us at 1180 West Ninth Street, 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 : We look forward to providing our children 
in need with a joyous holiday season. 
874-5203 or 909-794-2189. invites the public to join them 
at the Hilton Hotel, 285 E. 
Dec. 7, 11:30 a.m.,. YWCA Hospitality Lane, San 
Holiday Brunch, the YWCA Bernardino. To RSVP . or 
of Greater San Bernardino more info call (909) 889-
H&L's Armstrong Transmissions 
"H &L has m'y car rU:nning like 
the energizer battery; it just 
keeps going and going and 
going 400,000 miles later!" 
9536. 
Dec. 9, 10:30 - 1:00 (lunch 
included), U. S. Senator 
. Dianne Feinstein hosting a 
forum on fires, flooding and 
disaster preparedness at the 
Riverside Convention Center. 
The cost for the event is $35 
. . 
for individuals or $280. for · 
tables. 
SERVICES 
Parents of children ages 0-5 
can receive free parenting 
information on topics includ-
ing discipline, nutrition, early 
reading and more. Provided 
by First 5 California, the free 
brochures -- and free puppets 
-- are available at Friendship 
Community Youth Center, 
Thursday, Nove~ber 27, 2003 
25421 Spring St., in Perris, 
r 
CA. For more information 
call (909) 443-4404. ., 
. 
:, 
.. 
Family Services Associatidn 
of Western Riverside County 
will provide reduced or no 
cost childcare services in tl\e 
Moreno Valley and surround-
ing areas. To receive an 
enrollment packet, plea~ 
contact (909) 779-9784 qr. 
(909) 186-362~. 
FREE Poetry Contest! Win 
$10,000.00. Enter the 
International Open Amateur 
Poetry Contest for yo1.u-
chance to win the Grand Prize 
of $10,000.00. For mote 
detail s visi:t 
www.optilc.com/linkc/mon_j, 
/go.php3?45. ,-. 
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Two Great locations 
H&l's lrmsll'Ong Transmissions 
8651 .... 11 AvtlUt 
llvlnlde, CA 925114 
H&l luto Repair 
3159 IUUI LIN 
llverSlde, Cl 92501 
1., 
<::_;..:· -.-•. - ._ -~':'i!~)\~,--i - r:it\;!L·;~C<·•/:::.Jt*'!-1,~:'fj·: m:-.-,"- ,,. ~,,"" *" Fre, · uragn,os 1·•,,ss.00 VafueJ ,, -
( ,Jransmi~.sioh;S~_rviC~iSpe'cia]:,fn,:/bdes 
1 
. pan·gas/ttlts URlotf ,quarts of ATF 
I (fln.1 extra}., (an "no.lJO 'value) ,, 
I ., , ·1 · , .Y • ✓ 
i ·. Axle~ most carssta~ln,1 ft ~75.95 ,. 
I Transmissio,n . o,eihaull startihg at $895.00 ( 
1 w/ 24,000 mile warranty 1, 
I 36,000 warranty (ask for detalls) I·· 
- - .... 
All promf?tlons are s ubject to yt ge•~ any time ~nd i(you do, nQI.,,.,,. ~Pog,_P,eseflt 
FREEWAY VllllSWAGEI 
New 2004 Volkswagen Touareg V& 
MSRP ... . , .. .. ..... . . .. • .. $35,665 
FREEWAY DISCOUNT $2 908 
NET COST TO YOU! 
VIN #4DO1 5635 
1 @ this Price 
2003 Volkswagen Jetta GL 
MSRP . ... .......... ...... $17,675 
FREEWAY DISCOUNT . .. .. . .. $2,676 
NET COST TO YOU! 
VIN #3M048209 
1@ this Price 
Drivers wanted: 
•:+ARROWHEAD 
Dedicated To Helping M~ Bvild Weann 
CRED I T UNION 
Anowhead Credit Union 
Member Dealer Direct Program 
Official Dealer Direct Dealer 
2004 Volkswagen Golf GL 2-Door 
MSRP .... , . , , , .... . .. . , . ,$16,305 , 
FREEWAY DISCOUNT .$600 
NET COST TO YOU! 
VIN #44008695 
1 @ this Price 
2004 Volkswagen Beetle Convertible 
IN STOCK 
NOW!!! 
www.freewaylm-vw.com 
The new Volkswagen Warranty is so much better, it might very well bring tears of joy to your eyes. 
• Basic Warranty: 4 years/50,000 miles (whichever 09curs first) Limited New 
Vehicle Warranty. Wear & tear items and adjustments excluded after initial 12 
. . . 
months/12,000 miles (whichever occurs first). 
. • Powertrain Warranty: 5 ,years/60,000 miles (whichever occurs first) Limited 
Powertrain Warranty. 
• Roadside Assistance*: 4 years/50,000 miJes (wtlichever occurs first) 24-hour 
• ~.ARROWHEAD 
CREDIT UNION 
• 11 DtJ/J,cated Tc He/ping MGmbiJn; Baik! Wealth 
Arrowhead Credit Union 
Member Dealer Direct Program 
Ford 
Credit 
roadside assistance. 
• Anti-Corrosion**: 12-year unlimited mileage Limited Warranty Against Corrosion 
Perforation . 
~ ·'.': 
*Courtesy of our friends at the American Automobile Association (AAA) and their affiliated clubs in the U.S. 
**6-year unlimited mileage Limited Warranty Against Corrosion Perforation available on the Cabrio. 
8-year unlimited mileage Limited Warranty Against Corrosion Perforation available on th~ EuroVan. 
FREEWAY VOLKSWAGE·N . 
909/889-3514 • 1-800-237-8115 
1600 CAMINO REAL, SAN BERNARDINO 
' All vehicles subject to prior sale, Plus tax lie., doc. (smog if any). On approved credit. Must see dealer for detaHs. Standard rules of eligibility apply. Sale ends close r 
. ' .. 
'. 
Ii 
Celebrating 30 Years of Serving the Community 
BUSINESS 
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AQMD, Riversi~e Auto Dealers launcn "Clean Air cnoice" Pro~ram to Hel~ New Car Bufers l~entify lower-~mittin~ Venicles 
ronmental decisions that people 
make," said Ron Loveridge, 
Riverside Mayor and Board 
Member of the South Coast Air 
Quality Management District. "By 
looking for the ne\V Clean Air 
Choice label, automobile buyers 
will be doing their part to help clean 
the air." 
Under the new program -
launched jointly by AQMD and 
Riverside auto dealers - participat-
ing dealers will prominently post a 
colorful, electrostatic Clean Air 
Cboice label on all new vehicles 
offered for sale that meet the 
California Air Resources Board 's 
criteria for: 
Riverside Mayor and South Coast Air Quality Management District Boardmember Ron Loveridge. 
• Advanced Technology - Partial 
Zero Emission Credit Vehicles (AT-
PZEV s); 
The Black Voice News 
RIVERSIDE 
The Southland 's air quality agency and Riverside auto deal-
ers this week launched a major consumer initiative to help new 
. car buyers easily identify lower-emitting vehicle choices. 
"Purchasing a new vehicle is one of the most important envi-
• Partial Zero Emission Credit Vehicles (PZEVs); 
• Super Ultra Low-Emission Vehicles (SULEVs); and 
• Ultra Low-Emission Vehicles (ULEVs). 
"The Clean Air Choice label shows that automobile dealers 
and manufacturers are playing an important role in cleaning up 
Scrv•1>q enc fr,lanq,,'Em 1 
for 20 YeaAf.n 
Mossam. 
... 
WHY BUY . 
RETAIL WHEN 
YOU CAN 
BUY FLEET! 
0 4 
~ -............. - ~ 
"~~:.. 
..... 
-
✓credit Unions 
Welcome! 
/First Time 
Buyer? 
✓credit 
Problems? 
let me Help! 
Executive Officer of the South Coast Air Quallty Management District Barry Wallersteln. 
The only way to change the pastis to 
Change The Future 
air pollution in Southern California," said Ramon Alvarez; 
president of the Riverside Auto Association and Alvarez 
Lincoln Mercury Jaguar. 
See AQMD, Page B-5 
CONSOLIDATE 
YOUR MONTHLY BILLS 
an VE/ 
Example of Debt Consolidation 
HOme Mo~ 
Visa O#rd 
~card 
: Seals 
Auto loan 
lwt.Ol.oai'I 
· ~ 
Ma(y'$ 
1 TOTM. 
0'6tstandlng 
8.llanat 
$150,000 
$1,8$3 
$1,716 
$89l 
$12,615 
Sl5.742 
$J,1S6 
$876 
$1761&'.SO 
Interest 
.. 
a% 
(9% 
~ 
l6'04 
14% 
11% 
16~ 
l61Jb 
Existing Monthly Payments 
Proposed Consolidation Payment 
Monthly $avings 
Monthly 
Payment 
$1,100.00 
$65,00 
$78,00 
$33.00 
$239.00 
$183,00 
$47.00 
$31 ,00 
$l,n6.oo 
$1,776.00 
$1,006.00 
$770.00 
Offil:et 909-466~4889 ~~rTeam.«>!'11 
7184 Arci,ibaktlARMUG' Rand-to ~ Otlgl't, CA, 91101 
CoMer w~~1lhr::r can lnch."JSt: winl~.t clcctrk biHt t r 
ma.tty t•u~lomers. Lel Southern C.1hfornia EJi.iuJn 
l1elp yoH lower your \\-'ln t..,r'cleclrk hill~. 
' . 
Ri,rersi<l•e Cou11t)~ 
Sl1eriff's l)epctrtr11e.nt 
READY FoR CHANGE 
Call the 1RSO job Une; 1888-JOIN RSD or 
Visit our website at: www.RiversideSheriff.com· 
:;; \ 1iii1 u•tctt\scc.,"tm1 .'I ml bk~• 
.an onliiw energy ,mrwy .,nJ 
~d .:t:L..,tomiJt.c,[ tip<& ,m lww 
you ¼'an consi.:,r.vt.' (•ncl')tJ<'. 
~~ L()Ok into caulkin~ ant1 
',\,eJlh~,hlltipirt~ .u'(:,unJ 
Jno,:,; .• 11HI ,virnli.:nlf I ,l 
winforh0 yt,ur h()me, 
:D Rcplt1.(;<to' ymir ine.1.ntlet.:!c11l 
ligl,t. l!ulb.1 wid1 ,cmop.,td 
fltrore~.t;,imf,i .... tl,c,' uiie 7EP'> 
)~,.,. <ttti;~•. lH1 i ... t lil1i:c;, 
~ t~>•Jk into n"-hJh•~ or; 
t•m•r~y-~•ffid~mt pr1Nl11d~. 
* Lug on k> w~~W,6N' ,Ctur1 ,iml 
hnil mor~ way~ v.r;.· cati hi.lr 
you ~1vi: ,:m;r~)· .lml r.mJnv.y. 
(. 
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AQMD 
Continued from Page 
B-4 
"We're proud to 
introduce this pro-
gram to our cus-
tomers and 
delighted to be 
able to offer a full 
range of sedans, 
vans, pickups and 
SUVs that can 
contribute to 
cleaner air." 
Starting early 
next year, AQMD 
will expand the 
program to partici-
pating auto dealer-
ships across the 
Southland. 
"Passenger vehi-
cles are the largest 
single source of air 
pollution, respon-
sible for 25 percent 
of smog-forming 
emissions," said 
Barry Wallerstein, 
executive officer 
of the South Coast 
Air Quality 
Managem e nt 
District. 
"We hope that 
new cars . buyers 
will look at the 
wide array of 
Clean Air Choice 
vehicles and 
choose the lowest-
em1ttmg model 
that meets their 
needs." 
C lean A ir Ch oice 
vehicles emit less 
Local Boy 
Wins Stamp 
Collecting 
Prize · 
The Black Voice News 
BANNING 
Eleven-year-old 
Trustin Irby of 
Banning, CA has 
won a 1st place 
prize in his divi-
sion (over 1,500 
entries) for the 
State of California 
m the Federal 
Junior Duck 
Stamp Contest for 
2003. 
Trustin and the 
other winners art-
work is on display 
at the San 
B e rn a rd i no 
County Museum 
from November 
19-30. There will 
also be a reception 
for the winners on 
S a tu r d ay, 
November 21, 
2003 from 6:30-
9:00 P.M. 
Trustin is the son 
of Carl and Nancy 
Irby. Carl is a 16 
year employee of 
· the San -
B e rn ar d ino 
County Health 
Department . and 
Nancy is a public 
health nurse. 
Trustin js home 
schooled. 
READ BVN 
ONLINE 
smog-forming 
emissions than the 
new car fleet aver-
age em~ssions 
required by the 
California Air 
Resources Board. 
The cleanest of 
those vehicles 
SULEVs, PZEVs 
and AT-PZEVs -
will emit only 
about two pounds 
of hydrocarbons 
over 100,000 miles 
of driving - equiv-
alent to that from 
spilling a pint of 
gasoline. A ULEV 
will emit about 12 
pounds over 
100,000 miles. In 
comparison, a new 
1965 car emitted 
about 2,000 
pounds of hydro-
carbons when dri-
ven 100,000 miles. 
AQMD will sup-
port the program 
by providing deal-
ers with labels, fly-
ers explaining the 
program, updated 
lists of all Clean 
Air Choice mod-
els, a website and 
ongoing outreach 
(909) 341-8930 
FAX (909) 341-8932 
Samuel E. Dey, Jr., M.D. 
Diplomat, American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology 
Added Qualifications in Geriatric Psychiatry 
General & Geriatric Psychiatry 
Member Black f>sychiatrists of America 
Office Hours 
By Appointment 
6700 Indiana Avenue, Suite 170 
Riverside, CA 92506 
~ Clioco{ate Creations 
t;ersonalized Candy Bars for All Occasions 
Holidays 
Grand Openings 
Graduations 
School or Church 
Fundraisers 
Cfieru6s 
-:N-
Cfiocofates 
Birth Announcemenls 
Weddings 
Bridal or Baby Showers 
231 E. Alessandro Blvd. #A-107 
Riverside, CA 92508 
I (888) 344-82 I I 
www.ChocolateForKeeps.com 
o:r .. -Off. to- 11.a.t 
f_,.a., ....... i,,, -~~ ti.f,-! 
To order call: · 
909-820-9707 
or www.DesignsbyDon.com 
ATTORNEYSIATTORN!Y SERVICE 
to the public and 
auto dealers on the 
benefits of Clean 
Air Choice vehi-
cles. 
For a complete 
list of Clean Air 
Choice models, see 
the website at 
www .cleanair-
909.623.1517 
License No. 240248 
choices.org. 
AQMD is the air 
pollution control 
agency for Orange 
County and major 
portions of Los 
Angeles, San 
Bernardino and 
Riverside counties. 
Collision Repair 
· Insurance Claims 
: \: 
M ARY KAY ' 
Rox1linc;J Green 
lndep.,ndenl 8e,1uty Consultant 
Phone: (9()9) 576-5992 
E--ma ii: rgre<l'n9@maryluy.com 
www.marykay.com/,green9 
Lets take your skin care 
to the next level! 
Ju:.t $50 Cl.It\ Start }'OUt' 
nt,c:)(Je!ing ca.mer. 
J oi1i tis! 
We c,rn match yort 
""itl• toc,1t johs 11ml P<JY• 
. CALL (909) 888-2.500 T ODf,.Y 
Low Cost Document Assistance 
Serving Moreno Valley, Perris and (All The Inland Empire) 
Attorney Assistance Available 
Weekend and Evenings Appointments Available 
Affordable Assistance 
Same Day Appointments Available 
Prices Low CALL TODAY 
"NO SERVICE OVER $300" 
Certified • Bonded 
• Divorce 
• Child CustodyNisitation 
• Child Support 
• Legal Separa tions 
• Evictions 
. • Adoptions 
• Living Trusts 
•Wills 
• QRDRO's 
• Incorporations 
• Name Change 
$175-275 
$200-300 
$200-300 
$175-275 
$150·200 
$250-300 
$300 
$200 
$300 
·$300 
State Registered 
Legal Document Assistance 
MEMBER OF INLAND EMPIRE 
LEGAL DOCUMENT ASSISTANTS 
ASSOCIATION 
Moreno Valley 
[653-4240] . 
• Bankruptcy 
•And More 
$200-300 
$195 Oscar Snow, LOA Director 
Municipal Court Building 
13800 Heacock Ave. Ste 135-B 
Moreno Valley Ca, 92553 
9 am - 6 pm M-F 
LAW OFFICE OF 
RICHARD F. NEVINS 
Taxes 
Bankruptcy 
Business Contracts 
Living Trusts & Wills 
Incorporations & Partnerships Richard 
Nevins 
413610th Street 
Riverside, CA 92501 (909) 686-5193 
LAW OFFICE OF DAVID AKINTIMOYE 
DAVID AKINTIMOYE 
Attorney At Law 
Free Consultation! 
¥Family Law 
¥Probate 
¥Criminal Defense 
¥Immigration 
5900 Magnolia Ave 
Riverside, CA 92506 
Phone: 909-310-0849 
Naturally Yours Boutique 
ByOluleml 
Specializing 
SisterlocksTM/BrotherlocksrM 
Braids (Micro, Cornrow Etc.) 
locs/ Twists/Maintenance 
Children Welcome 
(909) 825-9012 
e -mail: olufemi@adelphla.net 
www.naturallyyoursboutque com 
Open: Mon.-Fri. 
Sun. by Appts. Only We Now Accept ATM 
A Collector'• '1All•'l1 
• Dolls & Accessories • 
• Collectibles • Gifts • Miniatrues 
• Horne Decoration 
7he '5ouse of Youo9's 
22400 Barton Rd., #5 
Grand Terrace, CA 923 13 
Phone (909) 825-9600 
Fax (909) 825-9605 
Le VIAS & ASSOCIATES 
300 Law Finns Workin~ To~etbec 
We wi/f refer you to an attorney that specializes in 
whatever your legal needs might be. We are dedicat-
ed to helping the African-American people 
A FREE SERVICE! 1-800-500-7047 
HOME LOANS 
Over SO mortgage bankers working with Le Vias and Associates. We will refer 
you to a mongage banker tha1 i,;pecializes in your pa.nicular need: Refinancing, 
Home Loon, or Consolidation. If you own a home, we will get you a loan! 1~ 
800-500-7047 
BARBER CUTS BY 
Z,, 
ESSENCE HAIR SALON 
420 N. McKinley, Ste. 102 
Corona, Ca. 91719 
909.272.5765 
909.934.1005 
Mon-Fri 9-7 
Closed Tuesdays 
Sat: 7-7 
Sun: 7-1 
Comp metzti 
Hair Studio 
The Trend Setters of HAIR!!! 
Silky nat Irons •snort & sasoy Kutz• up doo's• · 
Quick weaves• bral<ls" unique Ponytails 
Barber on board 
Currently seeking hair stylists, 
barbers, and manicurists. 
All inqu irets please ealt 
909-885-5004 at the 
San Bemardino looat ion. 
Training and apprentership available! 
A salon where JESUS lives! 
I Med.ict.tl Jfoni!'it AvaUable • 
\ \~ Boolh rental special! 
~ e~e 1654 N. MT. VERNON 
;;,,c~ . :,o\e SAN BERNARDINO. CA 924 t 1 
~e ,._-,,'IV\'1> 909655-5004 
r- 15700 VILLAGE DR. SUITE "C" 
VICTORVILLE. CA 92392 
760-245018 1 
Thursday, November 27, 2003 
. - ~ -
HOME REPAIR/SERVICES 
Reed's Electric Service 
Free Estimates 
Home Improvements 
& Repairs 
Hayward Reed Jr. 
Electrical Contractor 
Lie. #805019 
Cell: (909) 334-4612 
Fax: (909) 776-2043 
Member of Belter Business Bureau 
Ron's Lawn Service 
909/872-2354 
free estimates 
lmplre Inc. 
Mr. Handyman ED JHE HANDYMAN! 
U.L.C. Promotion 
REAL ESTATE 
Plumbing • ElecLrical 
Carpentry • Drywall 
1.-'lndlon.l !.4,n c,.,1nt.·t. Wtknme 
30 Years Expertenc:e 
$29.111 _ saa.111 
Mr. Joe 
909/377-398& 
. ,~ Behind in Your 
o N E Mortgage? 
~('~ 
Realtor/Loan Officer 
• Refinance Today 
Sell at Market Value Tomorrow 
Nadine Green 
·Your Forecfosure 
Prevention Queen· 
• Investors for Short Sale Now 
• Referral Fees 
• Ask About Our New 
Talking House 
Broadcast 
Call now free video & Home Buyers Guide 
conftdential consu'1ation 
Office {800) 429-4443 X 125 
Message· (909) 323-5634 
All Types of Home Repairs 
Over 50 yrs. Experience 
Well Known 
Up to $500 labor 
Ask for Ed 
909/242~9176 
Full Value Paid for Real Estate 
T&S Investments 
Cash for Your House in 24 Hours 
Toyin Dawodu 
22365 Barton Rd. #205 
Grand Terrace, CA 92313 
(909) 681-8840 
Fax: (909) 681-8397 
toyin@zxmail.com 
' 
I 
Charles A. Christia'f 
/ REALTOR<p 
• 4038, Annuities, and 1Life 
• Auto & Homeowners Insurance llmoimffll"' ...... 
Billy Mitchell, wrc• 
Email your quo le request! ~ 
Fax: 909-785-1371 • Email: bmjmmm@cs.com V 
Horace Mann 
---
909-785-1351 
TEER ONE PROPERTIES 
3978 Brockton Ave. 
1 Riverside, CA 92501 Mike Teer Broker/Notary Public Office: (909) 784-1342 
Fax: (909) 784-6712 
E-mail : teer! @sbcglobal.net 
Website: miketeer.com 
Simple Adult Cremation 
$400 
Funeral Service 
w/ Viewing 
$1500• 
Minimum Metal Caskot Included 
"Pncws5tanM 
Specialty Funeral 
Packages 
Services, Merchandise, & Coskot Choices 
Very In each ,:,aclmge. Casker lncJud9d. 
$2500 
$3500 
$4500 
$5500 
(909) 883-5288 
824 E. Highland Avenue 
San Bernardino, CA 
No I ·n"l,!J J i1m1d A11•t9 
CN1lom Chmrh/ Crat't1ide 
Smicrs 
Ot'tr IS ) 'ran /i.:,,,~rimrt 
Fm .r,mm for lnfu11l1, G,I/ 
For l11fo 
l•u111i!J O11·ned o,~r40 )'tart 
'f'mt'tl Ami 100 Mtks 
In Homr Co,unllafio,r 
Executive 
7426 Cherry Ave., Ste. 200 
Fontana, California 92336 
Business (909) 349-11 22 
F.u (909) 349-2306 
E-Mail cchristian @c2 I Executive.net 
Web Site c21executive.net 
Each Offiu Is Jndepe11de11tly Owned and Operated 
Dwight D. Pledger 
REALTOR® GR! 
Real Estate Professional 
E-mail: dwightpledger@aol.com l 
Prudential 
Cal ifornia Realty 
Moreno Valley. CA 
Dir 909 328-4155 Pgr 909 _?72-4959 
41You Can Trust Me To Work Hard For You!" I 
An indepcdently o wned and operated member of The Pruden1inl Real Es1;11c 
Affiliate..,. Inc. 
TARBELL REALTORS 
Thinking of Selling or Buying a Home 
Get Phil on the Phone. 
23631 Sunnymead Blvd 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
.~ Msg phone: 909-243-1604 
PHIL DECOUD Cell phone: 909-259-8984 
Realtor 
Behind in mortgage payments, in Default or 
Foreclosure Time is of the Essence Call Now! 
LET ME "PHIL" ALL YOUR REAL ESTATE 
NEEDS. 
Tillman Riverside Mortuar 
BURIAL INSURANCE 
PRE-NEED ARRANGEMENTS 
HABLAMOS ESPANOL 
VETERANS BENEFITS A. Leon Tillman 
President - CEO 
Emb. Lie #6496 
FD. Lie #253 
2874 Tenth Street - P.O. Box 51628 
Riverside, California 
(909) 682-6433 - (909) 682-6437 
(800) 300-6433 - FAX (909) 682-7863 
Over 20 Years Experience 
License #FD757 
. Celebrating 30 Years of Serving the Community 
The Black Voice News 
JOB CONNECTION 
Mystery Shoppers needed in Riverside & 
surrounding area. Apply on/ine at 
~secretshopnet.com 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
$250 to $500 a week. Will train to work at 
home helping the US Government file 
HUD/FHA mortgage refunds. No experience 
necessary 
Call 1-800-778-0353 
TUTORING 
Tutoring Services Available. Certified teacher 
offering services for one-on-one tutoring. All 
high school subjects especially math. Just call 
Chris (909) 380-2035. 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
1.800.864.0092 
JOB HOTLINE 
CIRCLELIFE 
4711 Holt St., • Montclair, CA 91763 
909.970.1374 • Fax 909.447.1297 
Economic Workshop 
Ways to earn big money 
Business Hours 10-7 daily 
Contact Billy 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
Postal Positions 
Clerks/carriers/sorters. No exp. requried. 
Benefits. For exam, salary, and testing informa-
• lion call · 
(630) 393-3032 ext. 4117 8am-8pm 7 days 
Magdy Care Home 
Part-time help needed in child care 
home call between 8:00 A.M. & 12:00 P.M. 
909-793-6353 
Attn: Riverside Postal positions. Clerks/carri-
ers/sorters. No exp. required. Benefits. For 
exam, salary, and testing information call (630) 
393-3032 ext. 4117 8am-8pm 7 days 
MUST SELL 
New toddler bed w/crib mattress (pine wood) 
like new. $150.00 Great starter bed for tod-
dlers. Call 496.6340 
Models Wanted 
For free hair locking services males and females 
call Lee for Detail Please only very serious 
Callers (760) 342-8768. 
"I hav~ been successful for 20 years" 
"I have earned $200,000 a year for 20 years" 
"I have been STUPID for 20 years" 
Call 888-711-3489 (24 hr recording) 
HOM ES FDR SA LE 
Best Buy Hotiist 
reveals 1 O best buys 
in your specific price 
rapge. Free re-corded 
message. 1-877-680· 
8068 ID# 1040. 
Community Real 
Estate 
First Time Buyers 
Why rent when you can 
own? Free list of homes 
available with no money 
down,under $1, 100/mnth. 
1-877-680-8068 10#1051 
Community Real Estate 
List your home 
for sale 
NO MONEY DOWN-
Free list of properties 
available with no 
down payment. Free 
recorded message 1-
877 - 680 - 8068 
ID#1043. Community 
Real Estate 
11 Costly 
Home Inspection 
Pitfalls 
FREE Report reveals 
what you need to 
know 
BEFORE 
you list your home for 
sale 
FREE recorded mes-
sage 
1-877-680-8068 
ID# 1003 
Community Real Eslate 
LEGALS 
The fo llowing person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
JAQUAS TRASPORTATION 
4655 Minnier Ave. Ap. 21·6 
Riverside, CA 92505 
Richard Lee Marquart Jaqua 
4655' Minnier Ave. Apl. 21 ·B 
Riverside, CA 92505 
This business is conducted 
by Individual. 
AegistraRt commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name(s) 
listed above on Sept. 5, 
2003. 
I declare that all the informa• 
tion in this statement Is true 
and correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, infer• 
matlon which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sf.Richard Jaqua 
The filing of this statement 
does nol of itself aulhorize 
\he use in this state of a ficti• 
tious business name in viola-
tion of the rights of another 
under federal, state, or com-
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) . 
St atement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
10/08/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
is a correct copy of the origi• 
nal statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi· 
ness name statement expires 
five years from the date it 
was filed in the Office of the 
County Clerk. A new 
Fictilious Business Name 
Statement musI be filed 
before that time. The filing of 
this statement does not itself 
authorize the use in this state 
of · a Fictitious Business 
Name in violation of the rights 
of another under federal, 
state or common law (See 
• Section 14411 , Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO. County 
Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003· 10577 
p. 10/30, 11/6, 11/13. 11/20 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing busmess as: 
ADVANCE PROCESSING 
SERVICES 
32900 Riverside Drive 
Lake Elsinore. CA 92530 
Stacey Ann reed 
32900 Riverside Drive 
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530 
This business is conducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant commenced to 
transact business under lhe 
fictitious business name(s) 
listed above on September 1. 
2003. 
I declare that all the informa-
tion in this statement is true 
and correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, infor-
mation which he or she 
knows to be false Is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/.Slacey A. Reed 
The filing of this statement 
does n_ot of itself authorize 
the use in this stale of a ficli• 
tious business name in viola-
tion of the rights of another 
under federal, state. or com-
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
SIaIement filed with the 
· County of Riverside on 
10/22/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
is a correct copy of the origi· 
nal slatement on file In my · 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi· 
ness name statement expires 
five years from the date it 
was filed in the Office of the 
County Clerk. A new 
Fictilious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before thal time. The filing QI 
this statement does not itself 
authorize the use in this state 
of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violation of the rights 
of anolher under federal. 
state or common law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq .• 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County 
Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003-11097 
p. 10/30, tt /6, 11/13. 11/20 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
SUBWAY #25640 
22500 Town Circle #2139 
Moreno Valley. CA 92553 
Jasbir Kaur Brar 
13561 Stacy Lynn Dr. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92555 
This business is conducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fict itious business name(s) 
listed above on 1989. 
I declare that all the informs· 
tion in this statement is true 
and correct (A registrant 
who declares as true, infor· 
mation which he or she 
knows to be false is guilly cit 
a crime.) 
st.Jasbir Kaur brar 
The filing of lhis statement 
does not of itself authorize 
the use In this stale of a ficti-
tious business name in viola-
tion of the rights of another 
under federal, state, or com-
mon law (sec. 1440 at. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with t he 
County of Riverside on 
10/21/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
is a correct copy of the origi• 
nal statement on file In my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi• 
ness name statement expires 
five years from the date it 
was filed in the Office of the 
County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statemenl must be filed 
before that time. The filing of 
this statement does not itself 
authorize the use in ihls state 
of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violation of the rights 
of another under federal, 
state or common law (See 
Section 14411 , Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County 
Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003-11048 
p. 10/30, 1116. 11/13, 11/20 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doiijQ business as: 
DAYTYME CONSULTANTS 
22165 Empress St. 
Moreno Valley. CA 92553 
Varday Lee Alexander 
22165 Empress St. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
This business Is conducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact business under 
the fictitious name(s) listed 
above. 
I declare that all the informa-
tion in this statement is true 
and correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, infor• 
matlon which he or she 
knows to be false Is guilty of 
a crime.) 
st.Varday Alexander 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize 
the use In this stale of a ficti• 
lious business name in viola• 
lion of the rights of another 
under federal, slate. or com-
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with' the 
County of Riverside on 
10/24/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the origi-
nal statement on Ille In my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi-
ness name statement expires 
five years from the date It 
was filed in the Office of the 
County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that time. The filing of 
this statement does not itself 
authorize the use in this state 
of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violation of the rights 
of another under federal , 
slate or common law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County 
Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003·11218 
p. 10/30, 11/6. 11/13. 11/20 
The following person(s) Is 
(are) doing business as: 
SUPER 8 MOTEL HEMET 
3510 W. Florida Ave. 
Hemet. CA 92545 
Durga Sal Incorporated 
351 O W. Florida Ave. 
Hemet. CA 92545 
CA C2203877 
This business is conducted 
by ~orporatlon. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact business under 
the fictitious name(s) listed 
above. 
I declare that all the informa-
tion in this statement Is true 
and correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, infor-
mation which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a c rime.) 
st.Surya M. Reddy, President 
LC/Al# C2203877 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize 
the use in this state of a ficll• 
tious business name in viola• 
tlon of the rights of another 
under federal , state. or com-
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement flied with the 
County of Riverside on 
10/23103. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
is a correct copy of the origi• 
nal statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictttious busi-
ness name statement expires 
five years from the date it 
was filed in lhe Office of the 
County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before thal time. The filing of 
this statement does not itself 
authorize the use in this state 
of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violation of the rights 
of another under federal, 
state or common law (See 
Section 14411. Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County 
Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003-11160 
p, 10/30. 11/6, 11/13. 11/20 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: · 
GJC, ENTERPRISES 
44430 Meadow Grove 
Hemel, CA 92544 
P.O. Box 813 
San Jacinto. CA 92581 
Geoffrey James Clark 
44430 Meadow Grove 
Hemel. CA 92544 
This business is conducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact business under 
the fictitious name(s) listed 
above. 
I declare that all the informa-
tion in this statement is true 
and correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, infor-
mation which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/.Geoffrey J . Clark 
The filing of lhis stalement 
does not of itself authorize 
the use in this state of a ficti-
tious business name In vtola-
tion of the rights of another 
under federal, state, or com· 
man law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
f 
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&p code) 
Statement fl ied with the 
County of Riverside on 
10/23103. 
I hereby certify lhat this copy 
is a correct copy of lhe origi-
nal statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi• 
ness name stalement expires 
five years from the date it 
was filed in the Office of the 
County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that time. The filing of 
this statement does not itsell 
authorize lhe use in this state 
of a Flclitlous Business 
Name In violation of the rights· 
of another under federal , 
state or common law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County 
Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003-11178 
p, 10/30, 11/6, 11/13, 11/20 
The following person(s) Is 
(are) doing business as: 
TNT REALTY 
25689 Rosebay Ct. 
Moreno Valley. CA 92553 
Nancy Ann Sheffey Ross 
25689 Rosebay Ct. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
This business Is conducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
lo transact business under 
the fictitious name(s) listed 
above. 
I declare that all the informa-
tion in this statement Is lrue 
and correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true. infor-
mation which he or she 
knows to be false Is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/.Nancy A.S. Ross 
The filing of this statement 
does not of Itself authorize 
Iha use in this state of a ficti· 
tious business name in viola-
tion of the rights of another 
under federal, state, or com-
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed wllh the 
County of Riverside on 
10/17/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the origi-
nal statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busl· 
ness name statement expires 
five years from the date it 
was filed in the Office of the 
County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be flied 
before that time. The filing of 
this statement does not itself 
authorize the use in this state 
of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violation of the rights 
of another under federal. 
state or common law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq .• 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO. County 
Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003-10905 
p. 10/30, 11/6, 11/13, 11/20 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
!SPECIALIZE 
35974 Grey Whale Ln. 
Wildomar, CA 92595 
Martha Lorraine Mckie 
35974 Grey Whale Ln. 
Wildomar, CA 92595 
John Willie Mckie, Jr. 
35974 Grey Whale Ln. 
Wlldomar, CA 92595 
This business is conducted 
by Individual • Husband & 
Wife. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact business under 
the fictitious name(s) listed 
above. 
I declare that all the informa-
tion In lhis statement is true 
and correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true. infor-
mation which he or she 
knows to be false Is guilty of 
a crime.) 
st. Martha L. Mckie 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize 
the use in this state of a ficti• 
tious business name.in viola• 
tion of the rights of another 
under federal, state. or com-
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside o n 
10/02/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
is a correct copy of the origi-
nal statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busl· 
ness name statement expires 
five years from the date it 
was filed in the Office of the 
County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that lime. The filing of 
this statement does not ttself 
authorize the use in this state 
of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violation of the rights 
of another under federal. 
state or common law (See 
Section 14411 , Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO. County 
Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003-10359 
p, 10/30, 11/6, 11/13, 11 /20 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing b\Jsiness as: 
GENERAL9 
3060 Panorama Road #9 
Riverside, CA 92506 
Nancy Lynn Rodriguez 
3060 Panorama Rd. #9 
Riverside, CA 92506 
This business is conduc113d 
by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact business under 
the fictitious name(s) listed 
above. 
I declare that all the lnforma· 
tion in this statement Is lrue 
and correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true. lnfor-
malio'n which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
st.Nancy Rodriguez 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize 
the use in this state of a ficti-
tious business name in viola• 
lion of the rights of another 
under federal, slate, or com-
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of · Riverside on 
10/16/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the origl• 
nal statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi· 
ness name statement expires 
five years from the date it 
was filed In the Office of the 
c;ounty Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that time. The filing of 
this statement does nol itself 
authorize the use in this state 
of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violation of the rights 
of another under federal, 
state or common law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq .• 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO. County 
Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003·10892 
p. 10/30, 11/6, 11/13, 11/20 
STATEMENT OF ABAN• 
DONMENT OF USE OF 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME 
The following fictitious busi-
ness name(s): Has been 
abandoned by the following 
person(s) 
UNLIMITED FINANCIAL 
SOLUTIONS 
21500 Calle Monaco 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
Carletta Migyon Loflin 
21500 Galle Monaco 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
This business Is conducted 
by Individual. 
The fictitious business 
name(s) referred to above 
was filed In Riverside County 
on 4/11103. 
I declare that all the informa-
tion in this statement is true 
and correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true. Infor-
mation which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
al ... Cartetta M. Loflin 
This slatemenl was filed with 
the County Clerk of Riverside 
County on 10/27103. 
FILE NO. R-2003-03919 
p. 10/30, 11/6, 11/13~ 11120 
STATEMENT OF ABAN-
DONMENT OF USE OF 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME 
The following fictitious busi-
ness name(s): Has been 
abandoned by the following 
person(s) 
XPRESS SIGNING 
21500 Calle Monaco 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
Carletta Migyon Loflin 
21500 Calle Monaco 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
This business is conducted 
by Individual. 
The f ictitious business 
name(s) referred to above 
was filed in Riverside County 
on 1/08/03. 
I declare that all the informa· 
tlon In this statement is true 
and correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, infor• 
matlon which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/ ... CMetta M. Loflin 
This statement was filed with 
the County Clerk of Riverside 
County,on 10/27/03. 
FILE NO. R-2003-00201 
p. 10/30, 1116, 11/13, 11/20 
STATEMENT OF ABAN· 
DONMENT OF USE OF 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME 
The following fictitious busi-
• ness name(s): Has been 
abandoned by lhe following 
person(s) 
UNLIMITED FINANCIAL 
SOLUTIONS 
24384 Sunnymead #205 
Moreno Valley. CA 92553 
Marie Strauss (NMN) 
24384 Sunnymead Blvd. 
#205 
Moreno Valley. CA 92553 
Cartetta Nugyon Loflin 
21500 Calle Monaco 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
This business is conducted 
by a General Partnership. 
The fictitious business 
name(s) referred to above 
was filed In Riverside County 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL 
RFP HSS 03-10 
DNA PATERNITY TESTING 
The County of San Bernardino Department of 
Child Support Services and the Department of 
Children's Services invites proposals from inter-
ested and qualified agencies to provide DNA 
Paternity Testing. 
The Request for Proposal (RFP) may be down-
loaded from the following County Internet site: 
http : // www . co . sa n -
bemardino.ca.us/rfp/rfplist.htm 
Copies of the RFP can also be obtained at 
Human Services System, Contracts Unit, 150 S. 
Lena Road, San Bernardino, CA 92415. 
A mandatory proposal conference will be held on 
Wednesday, December 10, 2003, at 1 :30 p.m. at 
the San Bernardino County Human Services 
System, Contracts Unit Office, 150 S. Lena 
Road, San Bernardino, CA. Deadline for pro-
posals is Tuesday, January 13, 2004 at 4:00 
p.m., no exceptions. · 
For further information, please contact Lisa 
Ordaz at (909) 388-0222. 
11/27/0 
CNS- 60920 
on 2/27/03. 
I declare that all lhe lnforma• 
lion in this statement Is true 
and correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, infor· 
mation which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/ ... Cartetta M. Loflin 
This statement was filed with 
the County Clerk of Riverside 
County on 10/27/03. 
FILE NO. R-2003-02173 
p. 10/30, 11/6, 11 /1 3, 11/20 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
3 DAY MATTRESS • KIDS 
BED OUTLET . 
31712 Casino Dr. #2A 
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530 
Tim Joseph Parker 
26871 Valensole Court 
Murrieta, CA 92562 
This business is conducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
10 transact business under 
the fictitious name(s) listed 
above. 
I declare that all the informa-
tion in this stalement is true 
and correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true. infor-
mation which he or she 
knows to be false Is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/.Tim Parker 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize · 
lhe use in this state of a ficti· 
lious business name in viola-
tion of the rights of another 
under federal, slate. or com• 
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement . fi led with lhe 
County of Riverside on 
10/28/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
is a correct copy of the origi-
nal statement on Ille In my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictttlous busi-
ness name statement expires 
five years from the date it 
was filed in the Office ol the 
County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before lhat time. The filing of 
this statement does not itself 
authorize the use In this state 
of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violation of the rights 
of another under federal, 
state or common law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County 
Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003-11320 
p. 11/6, 11/13. 11/20, 11/27 
The following . person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
INSTYLE GRAPHICS 
778 Navarro Dr. 
Corona, CA 92879 
Harris Lucero Evangelista 
778 Navarro Dr. 
Corona. CA 92595 
This business Is conducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact business under 
lhe fictiilous name(s) listed 
above. 
I declare that all the informa-
tion in this stalement is true 
and correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, infor• 
matlon which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sf.Harris Lucero Evangelista 
The filing of this statement 
does not of Itself authorize 
the use in this state of a ficti· 
tious business name in viola· 
lion of the rights of another 
under federal, state, or com-
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) · 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
10/21/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the origi-
nal statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This flctlilous busi-
ness name statement expires 
five years from the date it 
was filed in the Office of the 
County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before lhat time. The filing of 
lhis statement does nol ttself 
authorize the use in this.state 
of a Fictitious Business 
Name In violation of lhe rights 
of another under federal. 
state or common law (See 
Section 14411, El Seq .• 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County 
Clerk 
FILE NO. R•2003·11000 
p. 11/6, 11/13, 11/20. 11/27 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
FIRST CALL COMPUTER 
SOLUTIONS 
1ST CALL COMPUTER 
SOLUTIONS 
33421 Hidden Hollow Dr. 
Wlidomar, CA 92595 
Aaron Julian (NMN) 
33421 Hidden Hollow Dr. 
Wildomar, CA 92595 
This business is conducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact business under 
the fictitious name(s) lisled 
above. 
I declare that all the informa-
San Bernardino International Airport 
Authority 
Notice Inviting Bids 
EDA G RANT PROJECT NO. 07-49-05304 
Electrical Renovation Project Hangar Building 
No. 763 
Prospective contractors are hereby notified that 
San Bernardino International Airport Authority 
(SBIM) will receive one original sealed bid pro-
posal and two copies for renovation of the 12- KV 
electrical system in Hangar No. 763. Bid pro-
posals will be received until 2:00 p.m. on 
Thursday, December 18, 2003 at Owner's Office, 
Clerk of the Board, at which time said bids will be 
publicly opened and read. Minority and Women 
owned business enterprises encouraged to sub-
mit bids. 
A MANDATORY pre-bid meeting for prospective 
bidders and their major sub-contractors will be 
held at 294 S. Leland Norton Way, Suite 1. San 
Bernardino, California, at 10:00 a.m. on Tuesday, 
December 2, 2003. 
Contract Documents may be obtained from 
Owner's Office, 294 S. Leland Norton Way, Suite 
1, San Bernardino, California 92408, upon pay-
ment of twenty-five dollars ($25) nonrefundable 
fee. Make all checks payable to "San Bernardino 
International Airport Authority.' 
The electrical renovation will consist of running a 
12KV-line . overhead and underground, some 
new conduit and wire and some existing. The 
primary feed will be located outside the hangar 
and governed by Southern California Edison, 
some concrete removal and replacement will be 
required. The contractor will be required to: set 
the main metering switchgear outside the hangar 
and run feeders; install four (4) unit substations 
2-750 KVA and 2-500KVA at 12KV-277/480; 
install eleven (11) unit mini-distribution centers 
480-120/208, 75KVA, and larger; install two (2) 
distribution disconnections and reconnection to 
new distribution centers, some demolition and 
wire removal. For questions regarding this pro-
ject, contact Richard Rodarte at (909) 382-4100, 
x-241. 
The SBIAA reserves the right to accept or reject 
any or all bids and to waive any informalities or 
irregularities in any bid. Award of contract is sub-
ject to US Department of Commerce, Economic 
Development Administration approval. 
San Bernardino International Airport Aµthority 
San Bernardino, California 
p. 11/20, 11/2 
MECCA - AIR CONDITIONING 
Replace 39 evaporative coolers with specified 
heat pump units (29 three-ton split packaged 
heat pumps and 10 three-ton single package 
heat pumps), install required ducting, air regis-
ters, thermostats, etc. as per attached plans. 
Sealed Bids will be received only at the Housing 
Authority of the County of Riverside. (Owner), 
5555 Arlington Avenue, Riverside; California 
92504-2506, Attention Kurt Johnson (909) 247-
2007, until 3:00 PM. On December 11, 2003. 
Bids will be publicly opened and read aloud at 
the time and place indicated above and bidders 
are invited to be present. 
Bidders may obtain the bid documents at the 
address above between the hours of 8:00 A.M. 
and 5:00 P.M. Monday through Friday. Please 
ask the receptionist to contact Jim CarperUer. If 
Mr. Carpenter is not available, the bid documents 
will be available from the receptionist. 
A pre-bid conference with representatives of 
prospective bidders will be held at the Dr. Claire 
S. Johnson Apartments, 91-400 Seventh St. 
Mecca, Ca 92254, at 3:00 p.m. on December 2, 
2003. Attendance at the pre-bid conferenc·e is 
not mandatory, but highly recommended. 
11/27/03 
CNS- 61069 
lion in this statement Is true 
and correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true. lnlor· 
mation which he or she 
knows to be false Is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sf.Aaron Julian 
Thursday, November 27, 2003 ;~~ 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside · on 
10/21/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
is a correct copy of the origi· 
nal statement on file in my 
office. 
Statement must be filed•' ' , 
before that time. The filing of I , 
this statement does not itself r~ 
aulhorize the use in this stale u • 
of a Fictitious Business •I: I 
Name in violation of the righls • 1 
of another under federal. ;:-, 
state or common law (See 
Section 14411. Et , Seq., ~fl 
Business and Professions : 1 
Code). ' ;j!I 
GARY L. ORSO, County 
Clerk ' qr_, 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize 
lhe use [n this Slate of a flctl• 
tious business name in viola· 
tlon of the rights of &nother 
under federal. state. or com• 
man law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b FILE NO. R-2003·11001 ' h 
,----------~""•c=o"'P:-,Y-:-R=1G=H"'T"'N,..,.,,O"'T:-,i,::C,::E:,:"~----------, ;H 
NOTICE: This fictitious busl• 
ness name sIatemenI expires 
five years from the date- it 
was filed in the Office of the 
County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
rt: 
COPYRIGHT NOTICE: All rights reserved re common-law copyright of the ~d 
trade-names/trademarks, DAXIUS GREGORY©,- as well as any and all •~ 
derivatives and variations in the spelling of said trade-names/trademarks, ~, 
not excluding, "DAXIUS DONALD GREGORY©", "DAXIUS GREGORY ~~ 
EL©", "JAHSON LYONS©", "DAXIUS LYONS EL©"-Common Law - 1 
Copyright © 1989 respectively, by Minister Ankhenaten Ra El©. Said com- ;~~ 
mon-law trade-names/trademarks, i.e. "DAX I US GREGORY©" may neither , ,, 
be used, nor reproduced, neither in whole or in part, nor in any manner -·" 
whatsoever, without the prior, express, written consent and acknowledge- ,r ' 
ment of Minister Ankhenaten Ra El©. as signified by the red:ink signature i'•~ 
of Minister Ankhenaten Ra El©, hereinafter the "Secured Party: With the ,r 
intent of being contractually bound, any juristic person, as well as the agent o>-
of said juristic person, consents and agrees by this Copyright Notice that ::_- • 
neither said juristic person, nor the agent of said juristic person, shall dis- .,.; 
play. or otherwise use in any ·manner, the common-law trade-names/trade- n•• 
marks ie: DAXIUS GREGORY©, nor the common-law copyright described '"' 
herein, nor any derivative of, nor any variation in the·spelling of DAXIUS t 
GREGORY without the prior, express, written consent and acknowledge- ·,; 
ment of Secured Party, as signified by the Secured Party's signature in red- •" 
ink. Secured Party neither grants, nor implies, nor otherwise gives consent ~ • 
for any unauthorized use of DAXIUS GREGORY© and all such unautho- ~~ 
rized use is strictly prohibited. Secured Party is not now nor has Secured .rt~ 
Party ever been, an accommodation party, nor a surety, for the above pur- >' • 
ported debtor names, and purported debtor i.e." DAXIUS GREGORY, nor · ; 
for any derivative of, nor for any variation in the spelling of said name or :,:, 
names, nor for any other juristic person, and is so indemnified and held , ~ 
harmless by DAXIUS GREGORY©, Debtor in Hold-Harmless and ! • 
Indemnity Agreement No. ARE-01251 989-HHIA dated the Twenty-fifth Day ~~ 
of the First Month in the Year Nineteen Hundred and Eighty-nine against .,," 
any and all persons, claims, legal actions, orders, warrants, judgments, , , 
demands, liabilities, losses depositions, summonses, lawsuits, costs, fines, i, 
liens, levies, penalties, damages, interests, and expenses whatsoever, both ','! 
absolute and contingent, as are due and as might become due, ,now exist- 4• , 
ing and as might hereafter arise, and as might be suffered by, imposed on, s:... 
and incurred by Debtor DAXIUS GREGORY©, for any and every reason, ·~ 
purpose, and cause whatsoever. Self-Executing Contract/ Security ,:~ 
Agreement in Event of Unauthorized Use: By this Copyright Notice, both the .,. , 
juristic person and the agent of the said juristic person, hereinafter jointly " , 
and severally "User", consent and agree that any use of DAXIUS GREGO- ' 
RY©, other than authorized use as set forth above constitutes unauthorized ~~ 
use, counterfeiting of Secured Party's common-law copyrighted property, • ., 
contractually binds User and renders this Copyright Notice a Security ; ~ 
Agreement wherein User is Debtor and Minister Ankhenaten Ra El©. is ; : 
Secured Party, and signifies that U.ser: (1) grants Secured Party a security 
interest in all of User's assets, land and personal property, and all of User's ~ < 
interest in assets, land and personal property in the certain amount of 0 : 
$500,000.00 per each occurrence of use of the common-law copyrighted ~ 
trade-names/trademarks. DAXIUS GREGORY© as well as for each and •' , 
every occurrence of use of any and all derivatives of, and variations in the ~-
spelling of, respectively, DAXIUS GREGORY©, hot excluding derivatives " 
and variations in the spelling of said trade-names/trademarks, not excluding ✓• 
"DAXIUS GREGORY©", respectively, plus costs, plus triple damages; (2) ,-, 
authenticates this Security Agreement wherein User is debtor and Minister ·1 
Ankhenaten Ra El©. is Secured Party, and wh1=irein User pledges all of E 
User's assets, land, consumer goods, farm.products, inventory, eql!ipment, . ,, 
money, lnves_tment property, commercial tort claims, letters of credit, letter- ~ ' 
of-credit rights, chatt~I paper, _i~s.~f}l.~~r.t\N~~rosit accounts, accounts~ d?C· ~ .. 
Lments and general 1ntanglbTes, and aJl~~§r f interest in all such foregqing 1,., 
property, now owned and hereafter acquirecl, now existing and hereafter ,,.. 
arising, and wherever located, as collateral for securing User's contractual n · 
obligation in favor of Secured Party for User's unauthorized use of Secured ~ 
Party's common-law copyrighted property: (3) consents and agrees with ,. : 
Secured Party's filing of a UCC Financing Statement in the UCC filing office, c' 
as well as in any county recorder's office, wherein User is debtor and .. , 
Minister Ankhenaten Ra El© is Secured Party; (4) consents and agrees that 0'1 
said UCC Financing Statement described above in paragraph "(3)" is a con- t 
tinuing financing statement, and further consents and agrees with Secured ,., 
Party's filing of any continuation statement necessary for maintaining q,o 
Secured Party's perfected security interest in all of the User's property and · ~ 
interest in property, pledged as collateral in this Security Agreement and_ n 
described above in paragraph "(2)" until User's contractual obligation ~ , 
theretofore incurred has been fully satisfied; (5) consents and' agrees with ~ 
Secured Party's filing of any UCC Financing Statement, as described above ~-
in paragraphs "(3)" and "(4)", as well as the filing of any Security Agreement, >:, 
as described above in paragraph "(2)", in the UCC filing office, as well as~n ; n 
any county recorder's office; (6) consents and agrees that any and all such -~-, 
filings described in paragraphs "(4)" and "(5)" above are not, and may not ::. 
be considered, bogus, and that User will not claim that any such filing is ➔ 
bogus; (7) waives all defenses; and (8) appoints Secured Party as ·" 
Authorized Representative for User, effective upon User's default re User's ~; 
contractual obligations in favor of Secured Party as set forth below under , d 
"Payment Terms" anq "Default Terms", granting Secured Party full autho- 1,, 
rization and power for engaging in any and all actions on behalf of User ;' 
including, but not limited by, authentication of a record on behalf of User, as 1; 
Secured Party, in Secured Party's sole discretion, deems appropriate, and ; G 
User further consents and agrees that this appointment of Secured Party as M 
Authorized Representative for User. effective upon User's default, is irrevo- : 
cable and coupled with a security interest. User further consents and agrees ',~ 
with all of the following additional terms of Self-Executing Contract/Securify 'H 
Agreement in Event of Unauthorized Use: Payment Terms: In accordance 
with fees for unauthorized use of any of DAXIUS GREGORY©, and - as -:-
well as any and all derivatives and variations in the spelling of said trade- ,;1 
names/trademarks as set forth above. User hereby consents and agrees ~ 
that User shall pay Secured Party all unauthorized-use fees in full within ten ~ 
(10) days of the date User is sent Secured Party's invoice, hereinafter:. : 
"Invoice", itemizing said fees. Default Terms: In everit of non-payment in 
full of all unauthorized-use fees by User within ten ( 1 O) days of date Invoice '' 
is sent, User shall be deemed in default and: (a) all of User's property and ,:: 
property pledged as collateral, by User, as set forth above in paragraph ·' 
"(2)", immediately becomes, i.e. is, property of Secured Party; (b) Secured ,r 
Party is appointed User's Authorized Representative as set forth above in v; 
paragraph "(8)"; and (c) User consents and agrees that Secured Party may ~: 
take possession of, as well as otherwise dispose of in any manner that .r, 
Secured Party, in Secured Party's sole discretion, deems appropriate, · 
including, but not limited by, sale at auction, at any time following User's i 
default, and without further notice, any and all of User's property and inter- ~~ 
est, described above in paragraph "(2)", formerly pledged as collateral by ,,:. 
User, now property of Secured Party, in respect of this "Self-Executing ' . 
Contract/Security Agreement in Event of Unauthorized Use', that Secured ·' 
Party, again in Secured Party's sole discretion, deems appropriate. Terms-.,: 
for Curing Default: Upon event of default, as set forth above under "Default ~ 
Terms", irrespective of any and all of User's former property and interest in , 
property, described above in paragraph "(2)", in the possession of, as well :: 
as disposed of by, Secured Party, as authorized above under "Default - .. 
Terms", User may cure User's default only re the remainder of User's said , 
former property and interest in property formerly pledged as collateral that ·' 
is neither in the possession of, nor otherwise disposed of by, Secured Party 1i 
within twenty (20) days of date of User's default only by payment in full. ' , 
Terms of Strict Foreclosure: User's non-payment in full of all unauthorized-
use fees itemized in Invoice within said twenty (20) day period for curing ' 1 
default as set forth above under "Terms For Curing Default" authorizes ··: 
Secured Party's immediate non-judicial strict foreclosure on any and all , 
remaining property and interest in property formerly pledged as collateral by : 1 
User, now property of Secured Party, which is not in the possession of, nor •·; 
otherwise disposed of by, Secured Party upon expiration of said twenty (20) ~• 
day default-curing period. Ownership subject to common-law copyright and ·J 
UCC Financing Statement and Security Agreement filed ..yith the UCC filing ; ~ 
Office. Record Owner: Minister, Ankhenaten Ra El©, Secured Party/ ':, 
Creditor/ Natural Being-name autographed common-law copyrigh\, without , ; 
Prejudice ©1989. Unauthorized use of "Minister Ankhenaten Ra El© . . • 
incurs same unauthorized-use fees as those associated with DAXIUS GAE- • • 
GORY©, respectively, as set forth above in paragraph "(1)" under "Self-exe- : · 
cuting Co~tract/Security Agreement in Event of Unauthorized Use" . • 
Inquiries for the authorized use of the above tradenames/trademarks may · 
be addressed to Moorish Mission,. c/o, 4698 Orly Place. Riverside, : 
California. Without Prejudice All Rights Reserved Copyrighted: 1989 by, '.J 
Minister Ankhenaten Ra El© Secured Party/ Creditor 
p. 11/20, 11/27, 1214, 12111 • ' 
The Black Voice News 
p, 1116, 11/13, 11120, 11127 
The following person(s) Is 
(are) doing business as: 
ROBIN WATERS FINAN-
CIAL SERVICES 
7177 Brockton Ave. Suite 
109 
Riverside, CA 92506 
7120 G. Indiana Ave. 143 
Riverside, CA 92504 
Robin Joan Waters 
7120 G. Indiana #43 
Riverside, CA 92504 
Hal James Clark 
7120 G. Indiana #43 
Riversisde, CA 92504 
This bUsiness Is conducted 
by a General Partnership. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transac1 business under 
the fictitious name(s) Msted 
above. 
I declare that all the lnforma• 
tion in this statement is true 
and correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, infor-
mation which he or she 
knows to be false Is guilty of 
a crime.) ' 
st.Robin Waters 
The filing of this statement 
does not of ttself authorize 
the use In this state of a ficti• 
tious business name In viola-
tion of the rights of another 
under federal, state, or com-
mon lew (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement fi led with the 
County of Riverside on 
10/24/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
is a correct copy of the origi-
nal statement on file In my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi-
ness name itatement aKpires 
five years from the date It 
was filed In the Office ol the 
County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Buslnass Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that time. The filing of 
this statament does not itself 
authorize the use In this state 
of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violation of the rights 
of another under federal, 
state or common law (SM 
Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business . and Professions 
Coda). 
GARY L. ORSO, County 
Clerk 
FILE NO. 1-2003--03021 
p. 1116, 11/13, 11/20, 11/27 
The following parson(s) Is 
(are) doing business as: 
SOPHISTICATED SALON 
629 N. Main StrN1 Sutte C-1 
Corona, CA 92882 
Sharaymn Windross Mclean 
·2645 Taylor Ave. 
Corona, CA 92882 
Mark Anthony Wlndross 
7044 Ohio River Dr. 
Mira Loma, CA 91752 
This business Is conducted 
by a General Partnership. 
Registrant commenced to 
;;;;~ci bualneaa under the 
flctltlOus business name(s) 
listed abOve on 10/23103. 
I declare that all the lnforma-
tlOn In this statement is true 
and correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, lnfor• 
matlon which he or she 
knows to be false Is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sf.Sharaym McLean 
The filing of this statement 
does not of ttsett authorize 
the use In this state of a flct~ 
tious business name In vtota-
tiO(l of the rights of another 
under federal, state, or com-
mon law (sec. 1440-et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
10/23103. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the orig~ 
naf statement on file In my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi-
ness name statement eKpires 
five years from the date H 
was Iliad In the Office of the 
County Clerk. /4. new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that time. The fiing of 
this statement does not 11sett 
authorize the use In this state 
of a Fictitious Buslne11 
Name in violation of the rights 
of another under federal , 
state or common law (SM 
Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County 
Clerk 
Ff~E NO. A-2003-11164 
p, 11/6, 11/13. 11/20, 11/27 
The following person(a) is 
(are) doing business u: 
FELONY FLAMES CUI• 
TOM 
9360 Sage Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92503 
AnHa Lynn Caton 
9360 Sage Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92503 
ThJs business Is conducted 
py Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact business under 
the fictitious name(s) listed 
above. 
I declare that all the Informa-
tion In this statement Is true 
and correct. (A · registrant 
wt)o declares as true, Infor-
mation which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/ .Anita L . Caton 
The filing of this statement 
does not of 11se~ authorize 
th6 use In this state of a lictl-
tlo~s business name In viola· 
tiOn of the rights of another 
under federal, state, or com-
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&P, code) 
Sta tement flied with the 
County of Riverside on 
10/17/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the origi-
nal statement on file In my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi-
ness' name statement expires 
five years from the date H 
was filed In the Office of the 
County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be fifed 
before that time. The flUng of 
this statement does not ttsatt 
authorize the use In this state 
of a Fictitious Business 
Name In violation of the rights 
of another under federal, 
state or common law (Sae 
Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GA.RY L. ORSO, County 
Clerk 
FILE NO. A-2003-10934 
p, 1116,_11113, 11/20, 11127 
The fo llowing person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
OK SUSHI 
, 0436 Magnolia Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92503 
P.O. BoK 7302 
Riverside, CA 92513 
Daeauh Enterprise, Inc. 
CA 2526818 
This business is conducted 
by Corporation. 
· Registrant commancad to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name(s) 
listed abOva on Oct. 29, 
2003. 
I declare that all the Informa-
tion In this statement Is true 
and correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, lnfor• 
mation which he or she 
knows to be false Is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/.Keum Aye Park, President 
Llc/AI# CA 2526818 
The filing of this atatement 
does not of Hseff authorize 
the use In this sta1e of a ficti· 
tlous business name In viola· 
tion of the rights of another 
under federal, state, or com-
mo,n law (sec. 1440 at. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
10/29103. 
I hereby oertlfy. that this copy 
is a correct copy of the orlgl• 
nal statement on file in my 
office, 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi-
ness name statement expires 
five years from the date tt 
was filed in the Offloe of the 
County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that time. The filing of 
this statement does not ltsett 
authorize the use In this state 
of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violation of the rights 
of another under federal, 
state or common law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County 
Clerk 
FILE NO. A-2003-11345 
p, 11/6, 11/13, 11/20, 11/27 
The following person(s) Is 
(are) doing business as: 
FASHION PRECIOSA 
5700 Van Buran Blvd. 
Riverside, CA 92503 
Mihee Jeon (NMN) 
2412 Plaza De Vista 
Fullerton, CA 92833 
This business Is conducted 
.by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact business under 
the fictitious name(s) Hsted 
abOve. 
I declare that all the Informa-
tion In this statement is true 
and correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, infor-
mation which he or she 
knows to be falsa is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/.Mihee Jeon 
The fiHng of this S1atemen1 
does not of itself authorize 
the use in this state of a ficti-
tious business name In viola· 
tion of the rights of another 
under federal, stata, or com-
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq, b 
&pcode) 
Stetement 1,1ed wl!h the , 
County ' of Riverside on 
10/~ 1• 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a co_rrect copy of. Iha orlgi• 
nal statement on file In my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fic1111ous busi-
ness name statement eKplres 
five years from the date It 
was filed in the Office of the 
County Clerk. A new 
fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that time. The filing of 
this statement doee not ttseff 
authorize the use In this state 
of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violatlOn of the rights • 
of another under federal, 
state or common law (SN 
Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County 
Clerk 
FILE NO. A-2003-11368 
p, 1118, 11/13, 11/20, 11 /27 
The following person(s) Is 
(are) doing business as: 
CARING COMPANIONS 
736 N. State St. #202 
Hemet, CA 92543 
Kymberly Jo Muehter 
31217 Electric Ave. 
Nuevo, CA 92587 
This business is conducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant commenced to 
transect business under the 
flctttlous business name(s) 
Hated above on 10/02/01 . 
I declare that all the Inform&• 
tion in this statement Is true 
and correct. (/4. registrant 
who declares as true, Infor-
mation which he or she 
knows to be false Is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/.Kymberty Muehter 
The fifing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize 
the use In this state of a ficti. 
tious business name In vlOla-
tlon of the rights of another 
under federal, state, or com-
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&pcode) 
Slatement flied with the 
County of Riverside on 
10/29103. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the orlgl· 
nal statement on file In my 
office. , 
NOTICE: This fictitious busl· 
ness name statement e)(pires 
five years from the date ~ 
was filed In the Offtee of the 
County Clerf<. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be fifed 
before that time. The filing of 
this statement does not itsaW 
authorize the use In this state 
of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violation of tne rights 
of another under federal, 
stale or common law (See 
Section 14411 , El Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County 
Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003-I1339 
p. 11/6, 11/13, 11/20, 11/27 
STATEMENT OF ABAN-
DONMENT OF USE OF 
FICTmOUS BUSINESS 
NAME 
The following fictttlous busl· 
ness name(s): Has been 
abandoned py the following 
person(s) 
CARING COMPANIONS 
26283 Investors Pl. 
Hemet, CA 92544 
Kymberly Jo Muehter 
26283 Investors Pl. 
Hemet, CA 92544 
Paul Phillip Muehter, Ill 
26283 Investors Pl. 
Hemet, CA 92544 
This business is conducted 
tiy Individuals - Husband & 
Wife 
The fictitious business 
name(s) referred to above 
was filed in Riverside County 
on 10-02-01 . 
I declare that all the informa-
tion In this statement is true 
and correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, infor-
mation which he or she 
knows to be false Is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sf ... Kymberfy Muehter 
This statement was filed wtth 
the County Clerk of Riverside 
County on 10/29/03. 
FILE NO. A-2001-07900 
p, 11/6, 11113, 11/20, 11/27 
The following person(s) Is 
(are) doing business as: 
ALPHA • OMEGA DEVEL-
OPMENT CENTER 
8648 Kentville Dr. 
Riverside, CA 92506 
Association Against 
Dorn.tic Violence 
P.O. Box 1886 
Rialto, CA 92376 
CALIFORNIA #1942165 
This business is conducted 
by Corporation. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transect business under 
the fictitious name(s) listed 
above. 
I declare that all the Informa-
tion in this statement is true 
and correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, infor-
mation which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sf.Betty J. Young, President 
The fifing of t~is statement 
does not of Itself authorize 
the use in this state of a llctl-
tious business name in viola· 
lion of the rights of another 
under federal, state, or com-
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq, b 
&p code) 
Statement filed w ith the 
County of Riverside on 
10/29/03, 
I hereby oertlfy that this copy 
is a correct copy of the origi-
nal statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busl• 
ness name statement eKpires 
five years from the date it 
was flied In the Office of the 
County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be flied 
before that time. The filing of 
this statement does not itsalf 
authorize the use in this state 
of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violation of the rights 
of another under federal , 
state or common law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County 
Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003-11366 
p . 11/13, 11120, 11127, 1214 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
Ll!APIN' LIZARDS LAWN 
CARI! 
4354 Beechwood Place 
Riverside, CA 92506 
Joseph Case Burgum 
4354 Beechwood Place 
Riverside, CA 92506 
This business is conducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact business under 
the fictitious name(s) listed 
abOve. 
f declare that all the informa· 
tlon In this statement Is true 
and correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, infor-
mation which he or she 
knows to be false Is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sf.Joseph C. Burgum 
The filing of this statement 
does not of Itself authorize 
the usa In this state of a flcti• 
tlous business name In viola-
tion of the rights of another 
under federal, state, or com-
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement flied with the 
County of Riverside on 
11/05103. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the origi-
nal statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictttlous busl· 
ness name statement eKpires 
five years from the date it 
was filed in the Office of the 
County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be fifed 
before that time. The filing of 
this statement does not itsett 
authorize the usa in this state 
of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violatton of the rights 
of another under federal, 
state or common law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County 
Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003-11617 
p, 11/13, 11/20, 11/27, 1214 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing busin~ as: 
SAGEBRUSH SERVICES 
1459 Sagebrush Place 
Beaumont, CA 92223 
JuHet Ashley 
1459 Sagebrush Place 
Beaumont, CA 92223 
This business Is conducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact business under 
the fictitious name(s) listed 
above. 
I declare that all the Informa-
tion In this statement is true 
and correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, lnfor• 
matlon which ha or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sf.JuHet /4.shley 
The filing of this statement 
does not of Hsett autt,orlze 
the use In this state of a ftcti· 
tious businass name In vtola• 
lion of the rights of another 
under federal, state, or com· 
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Rivers ide on 
11/03103. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the origi• 
nai statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busl· 
ness name statement expir.es 
five years from the date 11 
was filed in the Office of the 
County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be flied 
before that time. The filing of 
this statement does not Itself 
authorize the use in this state 
of a Fictitious Business 
Name In vlolatlon of the rights 
of another under federal, 
state or common law (See 
Section 14411 , Et Seq., 
Busin11ss and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County 
Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003-11505 
p. 11/13, 11120, 11127, 1214 
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE 
FOR CHANGE OF NAME 
CASE NUMBER 401279 
Miste Michelle Bitner 
11251 Chief Lane 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
Superior Court of California, 
County of Riverside 
4050 Main Street, Riverside, 
CA 92501 Riverside Branch, 
Civil 
Petition of: Miste Michelle 
Bitner for Change of Name 
To all interested persons: 
petitioner flied a petition with 
this court for a decree chang-
ing names as follows: Miste 
Michelle Bitner to Malcolm 
Elijah Williams. The court 
orders that all persons inter-
ested in this matter shall 
appear before this court at 
the hearigg indicated below 
to show ceuse, if any, why 
the petition for change of 
name should not be granted. 
12/9/03 at 8:30 a.m. Dept. 6. 
The address of the court is 
4050 Main Street, Riverside, 
CA 92501. A copy of this 
Order to Show Cause shall 
be published at least once 
each week for four succes-
sive weeks prior to the date 
set for hearing on the petttion 
In the following newspaper of 
general circulation, printed i 
nthis county: Black Voice, 
3585 Main St. Ste. 201, 
Riverside, CA 92501 
Date: Oct. 16, 2003 
Sharon Waters, Judge of the 
Superior Court 
p. 11 /13, 11/20, 11/27, 12/4 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
DOLLARCO 
11140 Magnolia Ave. 
Aiversldl CA 92505 
Kwang Hoon Kim 
1143 Magnolia Ave., #109 
Los Angeles, CA 90006 
This business Is conducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact business under 
the fictitious name(s) listed 
above. 
I declare that all the informa-
tion In this statement Is true 
and correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, infor-
mation which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sf.Kwang H. Kim 
The filing of this statement 
does not of Itself authorize 
the use in this state of a ficti· 
tlous business name in viola~ 
lion of the rtghts of another 
under federal, state, or com-
mon law (sec. 1440 et. SBQ. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed w i th the 
County of Riverside on 
11/06/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the origi• 
nal statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fic11tlous busi-
ness name statement eKpires 
five years from the date it 
was filed In the Office of the 
County Clerk. /4. new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be flied 
before that time. The filing of 
this statement does not Itself 
authorize the use in this state 
of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violation of the rights 
of another under federal, 
state or common law (See 
Section 14411 , Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County 
Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003-11655 
p. 11113, 11120, 11127, 12/4 
The following person(s) is · 
(are) doing business as: 
TENDERCAAFT 
24112 Senna Dr. 
Wildomar, CA 92595 
2411 2 Senna Dr. 
Wildomar, CA 92595 
Keith Burgner iNMN) 
24112 Senna Dr. 
Wildomar, CA 92595 
This business is conducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact business under 
the fictitious name(s) listed 
above. 
I declare that all the Informa-
tion In this statement is true 
and correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, infor-
mation which he or she 
knows to be false Is guilty of 
a crime.) 
st.Keith Burgner 
The filing of this statement 
does not ol Hsett authorize 
the usa In this state of a fictl· 
tious business name in viola· 
lion of the rights of 8!10ther 
under federal , state, or com-
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
11107/03. 
I hereby cenlfy that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the origi· 
nal statement on file in my 
offloe. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi-
ness name statement expires 
five years from the date it 
was flied in the Office of the 
County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Stalement must be flied 
before that time. The filing of 
this statement does not itself 
authorize the use in this state 
of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violation of the rights 
of another under federal, 
state or common law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County 
Clerk 
FILE NC>. A-2003-11744 
p. 11113, 11/20, 11127, 12/4 
The. following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
LAFEAR • A$SOCIATES 
31667 Via San Carios 
Temecula, CA 92592 
George Patrick LaFear, Jr. 
31667 Via San Carlos 
Temecula, CA 92592 
Alison Maria LaFear 
31667 Via San Carlos 
Temecula, CA 92592 
This business is conducted 
by an Unincorporated 
Association - other than a 
partnership. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact business under 
the fictitious name(s) listed 
abOve. 
I declare that all th ~ rma-
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lion in this statement is true 
and correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, infor-
mation which he or she 
knows io be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
st.George P. LaFear, Jr. 
The filing of this statement 
does not of ttself authorize 
the use in this state of a ficti· 
tious business name in vioJa• 
tion of the rights of another 
under federal , state, or com-
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement fi led with t he 
County of Riverside on 
10128/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
is a correct copy of the origi-
nal statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi-
ness name statement eKpires 
five years from the date it 
was filed in the Office of the 
County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that time. The filing of 
this statement does not itself 
authorize the use in this state 
of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violation of the rights 
of another under federal , 
state or ' common law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County 
Clerk 
FILE NO. A-2003-11304 
p, 11120, 11/27, 12/4, 1211 1 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
CALIFORNIA ELDER CARE 
PLACEMENTS 
JRV MEDICAL SUPPLY 
32483 Renoir Road 
Winchester, CA 92596 
Jess Rodriguez Villaluna 
32483 Renoir Rd. 
Winchester, CA 92596 
This business is conducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact business under 
the fictitious name(s) listed 
above. 
I declare that all the informa-
tion in this statement is true 
and correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, infor-
mation which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
st.Jess R. Villaluna 
The fi fing of this statement 
does not of ltsett authorize 
the use in this state of a ficti-
tious business name in vio la• 
tion of the rights of another 
under federal, state, or com• 
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq . b 
&p code) 
Statement filed w i th the 
County of Riverside on 
11/06/03, 
I hereby certify that (his copy 
Is a correct copy of !he orlgi• 
nal statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi-
ness name statement expires 
five years from the date it 
was filed in the Office of the 
County cierk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be flied 
before that time. The tiling of 
this statement does not itself 
authorize the use In this state 
of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violation of the rights 
of another under federal, 
state or common law (See 
Section 14411 , Et Seq.,, 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County 
Clerk 
FILE NO. A-2003-11691 
p. 11120, 11/27, 12/4, 12/11 
The following person(s) Is 
(are) doing business as: 
CALIBER /4.VIATION 
25451 Blackthorne Drive 
Murrieta, CA 92563 
Ceelia Marie Carpenter 
25451 Blackthome Drive 
Murrieta, CA 92563 
This business is conducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact business under 
the fictitious name(s) listed 
above. 
I declare that all the informa-
tlOn In this statement Is true 
and correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, infor-
mation which he or she 
knows to be false Is guilty of 
a crime.) 
st.Cecelia M. Carpenter 
The filing of this statement 
does not of ltsett authorize 
the use In this state of a ficti-
tious business name in viola· 
tlon of the rights of another 
under federal, state, or com-
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
11/05/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
is a correct copy of the origi-
nal statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi-
ness name statement expires 
five years from the date It 
was filed in the Office of the 
County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be flied 
before that time. The filing of 
this statement does not Itself 
authorize the use in this state 
of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violation of the rights 
of another under federal, 
state or common law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County 
Clerk 
FILE NO. A-2003:11599 
p. 11120, 11127, 1214, 12/11 
The following person(s) Is 
(are) doing business as: 
TRINITY BAIL BONDS 
615 E. Chase Dr. 
Corona, CA 92881 
3410 La Sierra Ave., F188 
Riverside, CA 92503 
Debora Denita Armstrong 
615 E. Chase Dr. 
Corona, CA 92881 
Anthony Darnell Armstrong 
615 E. Chase Dr. 
Corona, CA 92881 
This business is conducted 
by Individual · Husband & 
Wife. 
Regist rant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name(s) 
listed abOve on 11118195. 
I declare that all the informa-
t ion in this statement Is true 
and correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, infor-
mation which he or she 
knows to be false Is guilty of 
a crime'.) 
st.Anthony D. Armstrong 
The fifing of this statement 
does not of Itself authorize 
the use in this state of a ficti-
tious business name in viola• 
lion of the rights of another 
under federal, state, or com-
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement ·rned with the 
County of Riverside on 
11 /12/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
is a correct copy of the origi• 
nal statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi• 
ness name statement expi res 
five years from the date it 
was filed In the Office of the 
County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that time. The filing of 
this statement does not itself 
authorize the use in this state 
of a Fictit ious Business 
Name in violation of the rights 
of another under federal , 
state or common law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County 
Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003-11866 
p. 11127, .12/4, 12/11, 12118 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
GRAND PRIX AUTOMO-
TIVE 
5391 Lantana St. 
Riverside, CA 92504 
Norma Elena Price 
5391 Lantana St. 
Riverside, CA 92504 
Murrieta, CA 92563 
P.O. Box 890702 
Temecula, CA 92589 
Travis Allen Halverson 
28943 Calle Del Lago #B 
Murrieta, CA 92563 
This business is con'ducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact business under 
the fictitious name(s) listed 
abOve. 
I declare that all the informa-
l.ion in this statement is true 
and correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, infer• 
mation which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
st.Travis A. Halverson 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize 
the use in this state of a ficti-
tious business name in viola· 
tion of the rights of another 
under federal, state, or com-
mon law (sec. 1440 et. SBQ. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of R ivers ide on 
11104/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
is a correct copy of the origi-
nal statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi-
ness name statement expires 
five years from the date it 
was liled in the Office of the 
Cciunty Clark. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that time. The filing of 
this statement does not itself 
This business is conducted authorize the use in this state 
by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact business under 
the fictitious name(s) listed 
above. 
I declare that all the informa-
t ion in this statement is true 
and correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, infor-
mation which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
st.Norma Price 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize 
the use in this state of a ficti-
tious business name in viola· 
tion of the rights of another 
under federal, state, or com-
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement f i led with the 
County of Riverside on 
11/21/03. 
I hereby cerlify that this copy 
is a correct copy of the origi-
nal statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi-
ness name statement expires 
five years from the date tt 
was filed In the Office of the 
County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be . filed 
before that time. Th9'1iling of 
this statement does not ltsett 
authorize the use in this ·state 
of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violation of the rights 
of another under federal, 
state or common law (See , 
Section- 14411 , Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County 
Clerk 
FILE NO, R-~003-12277 
p, 11I27, 1214, 12111, 12/18 
The following person(s) 1s 
(are) doing business as: 
QUALITY SOLUTIONS 
28943 Calle Del Lago #8 
of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violation of the rights 
of ,another under federal, 
state or common law (See 
Section 14411 , Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). · 
GARY L. ORSO, County 
Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003-11535 
p. 11127, 12/4, 12/11, 12118 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
GOLF POWER RING 
16242 Sunset Tr. 
Riverside, CA 92506 
Hee Young Kim 
16242 Sunset Tr. 
Riverside, CA 92506 
Joung Ja Kim 
16242 Sunset Tr. 
Riverside, CA 92506 
This business is conducted 
by Individual • Husband & 
Wile. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact business under 
the fictitious name(s) listed 
above. 
I declare that all the informa-
tion in this statement is true 
and correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, infor-
malion which he or she 
knows to be (alse is guilty of 
a crime .) 
st.Hee Young Kim 
The filing of this statement 
does not ot itself authorize 
the use in this state of a ficti-
tious business name in viola-
t,on of the nghts of another 
Uflder federal , state, Qr com-
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statemenl filed with the 
Coun ty of Riverside on 
11/19/03. 
nal statement on file in my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi-
ness name statement expires 
five years from the date it 
was filed in the Ottice of the 
County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be fifed 
before that time. The tiling of 
this statement does not itse~ 
authorize the use in this state 
of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violation of the rights 
of another under federal, 
slate or common law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
· Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County 
Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2003-12125 
p , 11/27, 12/4, 12/11, 12/18 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
LITTLE CAESARS 
1501 Rimpau Ave. #102 
Corona, CA 92881 
Santi Ventures, Inc. 
1501 Rimpau Ave. #102 
Corona, CA 92881 
2526982 CALIFORNIA 
\ 
This business is conducted 
by Corporalion. 
Registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name(s) 
listed above on 9117 /03. 
· I declare that all the informa-
t ion in this statement is true 
and correct . (A registrant 
who declares as true, infor-
mation which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/.Fernando Santiago, 
President 
LLC/AI# 2526982 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize 
the use in this state of a ficti-
t ious business name in viola-
tion of the rights of another 
under federal, state, or com-
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement fifed with the' 
County of Riverside on 
10/28/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
is a correct copy of the origi• 
nal statement on file In my 
office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi· 
ness name statement expires 
five years from the date ii 
was filed in the Office of the 
County Clerk. A new 
Fictit ious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that t ime. The filing of 
this statement does not itself 
authorize the use in this state 
of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violation of the rights 
of another under federal , 
state or common law (See 
Section 14411 , Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County 
Clerf< 
FILE NO. R-2003· 11302 
p. 11/27, 12/4, 12/11, 12118 
Need A CAR? 
NEW? Certified? Pre-Owned? 
Do you have bad credit? 
Repos, Bankruptcy, Charge Offs? 
Are you a 1st time buyer? 
Do you have good credit? 
Would you like a great deal? 
A Great Interest Rate without the.Hassle? 
(Customer Cash Back up to $2000) 
Robert 
Coleman, 
(909) 134-6021 
Dushane 
Granger 
(9091515-3695 
Schedule Your Appointment Today! 
Quality Toyota 
1685 West Sixth Street 
Corona, CA 92882 
GET THE FEELING 
@TOYOTA 
But sometimes it's more satisfying to build dreams. 
We're always striving to better things, whether it's in our vehicles or in our · 
communities. That's why we're h~lping young adults get the education they 
deserve through scholarships, grants and educational programs. So no matter 
what dream a young child may have, we can help hit it out of the park. 
NISSAN 
The Nissan Founda1ion. Nis..c;an Neighbors. Nissan·ETS HBCU Summer lnsti1ute, Nissan Hispanic 
Scholarship Fund Community College Transfer Scholarship. The Nissan Mississippi Scholarship 
Nissan and the Nissan logo are Nissan trademarks. Always wear your seat belt, and please don't drink and drive. ©2003 
Nissan North America, Inc. 
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FR EEWA 1 llN£ 0LN 
"THE LINCOLN PREMIER EXPERIENCE" 
s410·00 
' . f ACTORY REBATE 
or.0,0% 
2003 Lincoln LS 60 Months On Approved Credit 
Up to 60 months financing at $16.67 per 1,000 
financed to qualified buyers on approved tier o, 1 
credit through Ford Motor Credit. 
MSRP .... ... . . ... ... . . . .. $40,510 
FACTORY REBATE . ... . ...... 3,000 
FREEWAY DISCOUNT 2 600 
s34 910·00 
' VIN #4ZJ07269 
1 at this price 
00% or 1 
All New 2004 Lincoln Aviator &0 Months On Approved Credit 
Up to 60 months financing at $16.67 per 
1,000 financed to qualttied buyers on 
approved tier 0, 1 cred~ through Ford 
Motor Credit 
Rebates and Discount on selected 
models. Rebates as low as 0.0% 
on selected models. Through Ford 
Motor Company. 
2003 MERCURY SABLE GS 
IIISIIP . ........... , . r •• , , , .$23,68!1 
FACTIIIIT REBAlE •••. , ••• , , , • .$3,000 • 
fREDtM..l!ll!t!l!III • • • I I • • I • • .s:, ,TIJCI 
or 0.0%APR 
On Apprvwecl CredH 
lletCostToYN $18,995 Up to 60 months financing at $16.67 per t ,000 
financed to qualified buyers on approved lier 0, 
1, credit through Ford Motor Credit. , 
2004 MERCURY 
. MONTEREY 
MSRP . ..... , , , .. , , .. , , , , , ,$29,991i 
FACTIIRY REIAll . ... .. .. .... .$2,000 
FREEWAY QISCOutlT •• I ••• • •• • .$2,200 
NelCostToYDII $25,795 
Arrowhead Credit Union 
Member Dealer Direct Program 
Ford 
Credit 
[ E3' 
f 
I 
LIN COLN 
,_ ~ • (: A 111 1.' I) \c II Y 
Test Drive 
.The New' 
Navigator .. 
. : : 
2004 Linco n Navigator Today! 
MSRP . ... . .......... . . . . $41,815 
FACTORY REBATE ....•... • .. 4,000 
FREEWAY DISCOUNT , . • • 2.500 
s35 315• 
' VIN# 4Y604418 
1 at th is price 
2004 Lincoln Towncar Signature 
IFRIBJEWAY JLHN<COLN 
909-889-3514 • 1-800-237-8115 . 
www.freewaylm-vw.c~m 
2004 GRAND MARQUIS LS 
MSRP ........... . .. ...... . $25,815 
FACTORY REBATE •• , , •• • , , , , , .$3,000 
~~•I•••• I••• .$1,200 $21,615 
or0.0% APR 
Up to 60 months financing at 
$16.67 per 1,000 financed to quali-
fied buyers on approved tier 0, 1 . 
credit through Ford Motor Credit. 
2003 MERCURY 
MOUNTAINEER V& 
MSRP , .... , , ... .. , .... , • , .$30,010 
FACTORY REBAll .....• •• •.. • . $4,000 
FREEWAYJUSCllllllT •• I ••• • ••• .$2.290 $23,720 ' i 
or0.0% APR 
Up to 60 months f inancing at 
$16.67 per 1,000 financed to quail· 
tied buyers on approved tier 0, 1, 
credit through Ford Motor Credrt. 
~1 9,999 
528,999 
PARTS DEPT. SPECIAL 
10% OFF 
ANY ACCESSORY PURCHASE 
. WITH COUPON 
Excludes sale items, cannot be combined 
with any other offer. Exp. 11-30-03 
NOVEMBER SERVICE SPECIAL 
1Oo/o OFF 
ALL 30,000 MILE SERVICES IN 
SEPTEMBER. APPLIES TO LINCOLN & 
MERCURY VEHICLES ONLY. 
FREE WHEEL BALANCE WITH ANY TIRE 
PURCHASED AT FREEWAY UM DURING 
THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER 
